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Haiku; Editor's Philosophy

Fueki ryuko. I've seen many different translations of this phrase of Basho's: constancy and change, the eternal
and the ephemeral, traditional grandeur and modern freshness. I can't judge which is the most accurate
translation but the point of it is that writers of haiku should know and respect the traditions of the form and at the
same time be open to the fresh and new, keeping the two in balance. The modern world tends to encourage
either/or thinking and polarised opinions, but haiku is both/and. A timeless art passed on from ancient masters
through generations and focused in the here and now, the fleeting moment, of your personal experience, in your
voice.

My personal opinion is that to keep this balance we could do with a slight shift towards ryuko - freshness - in
published haiku, but without losing sight of tradition and without resorting to bizarre imagery and unusual formats
simply for novelty's sake. When it comes to making my selections for Notes from the Gean my choices will be
made on the basis of quality first and foremost but with an openness to different styles and approaches. The most
useful advice I can give is to encourage you to be true both to the haiku tradition and to yourself.

____________

Alison Williams
Haiku Editor

Notes from the Gean
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the white banner
of no country at all—
the autumn wind
Jeffrey Woodward - USA

albino badger
transparent in daylight
the unwoods begin
John W. Sexton - Ireland

the penciled woods
not yet fully erased
and winter clouds
Jeffrey Woodward – USA

river fog
the beat of swan's wings
in our ears
Tracy Davidson - UK
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lifting oars
from a green sea
morning stillness
Pamela A. Babusci – USA
sound of one slap
a disappearing
harbor seal
Neal Whitman – USA

when it appears
when it disappears
the turtle's ripples
Alexander B. Joy – USA

dandelion drift
Fukushima
leaks an heir
John W. Sexton - Ireland

All Hallow's Eve
the tinkling of brass chimes
in the wind
Lewis Sanders - USA
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straight road
the snake on its
meandering way
P K Padhy – India

you hair your dress everything is red about you
this winter
Richard Thomas – UK

storm clouds a vein of quartz
in rusting shale
Tyler Pruett – USA

My cilice worn before the son was born
Jack Galmitz – USA

Ecstatic
over a brood of lion cubs
an outing of nuns
Jack Galmitz – USA
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bread and salt
the taste
of wasted years
Ruth Holzer – USA

ploughed earth
the devil's horns
in a cloud
Brendan Slater – The Netherlands

Fishing with steel rod
scooping beer cans
for pocket change
Alex Nodopaka – USA

acorns beneath a memorial for the fallen
Rodney Williams - Australia

discharged soldier
wanders the streets
stepping only on the cracks
John McDonald - Scotland
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spring facelift
cracks in the sidewalk
no longer bloom
Al Fogel – USA

Tientsin pears ...
the sweet taste
of my mother's homeland
Nu Quang – USA

summer romance
the scent of wild muscadine
in an oak forest
Margaret Dornaus – USA

Carter Bar
border photographers
ignore the litter
Gerald England – UK
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last train leaving
passengers wave goodbye
to their reflections
John Hawkhead – UK

branches bare now ...
fossicking through garbage
a fox with no tail
Rodney Williams – Australia

old mixtape
the song when I stopped
caring
Alexander B. Joy – USA

forgiving her
between mouthfuls
of warm beer
John McManus – UK

shuttle train
empty bottles roll
back and forth
Ernest Wit – Poland
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what might have been . . .
our shadows become one
then part
Elliot Nicely - USA

the morning after
...lawnmowers
in concert
Helen Buckingham – UK

snowmelt…
the mouse nest made
of milkweed down
Michele L. Harvey – USA

midnighta snail brushstroke
on a moonlit canvas
Janak Sapkota – Nepal
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deep summer...
the weight of pollen
on the bee's legs
Claire Everett – UK

milkweed
an empty shotgun shell
beside the rails
Paul MacNeil – USA

summer twilight
the dog’s bark
goes on and on
Cara Holman – USA

summer dream
seashells
collecting us
Bill Cooper – USA
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cicadas
cicada and crickets
cricket
Ruth Holzer - USA

halfway through
the alley
harbor scents
Bill Cooper – USA

cicadas
tornado sirens
cicadas
Ben Moeller-Gaa – USA

morning laughter
children run to meet
the breaking waves
John McManus – UK
back to the sea...
beach huts still
forbidden candy
Helen Buckingham – UK
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broken hour-glass
all day at the beach
collecting sand
Al Fogel - USA

billowing wind breaks
the swerve
of seagull shadows
David Serjeant –UK

abandoned house
over the broken patio slabs
the slug
Jacek Margolak – Poland

midsummer night
silence finally enters
my attic
Chen-ou Liu – Canada
up at dawn
stealing the mirabelles
belonging to no one
Beth McFarland – Germany
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late summer
how can the wasps
live longer than you
Beth McFarland – Germany

almost a sigh lemongrass
Bill Cooper – USA

trial separation…
wind-blown leaves
wrap around nothing
Michele L. Harvey – USA

anorexic girl
stole a horse's shadow
rode it into the ground
John W. Sexton – Ireland

full beam
in the rear view mirror
a harvest moon
John Hawkhead – UK
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Looking up
until I’m looking down
on the starry sky
Bruce England - USA

lunar eclipse the missed calls list blinking
Roman Lyakhovetsky – Israel

from distant stars
the past arrives
travelling light
Mark Holloway - UK

after the downpour
the evening sky
all over the road
David Serjeant – UK

a reflection
across multiple rivers
my heritage
Nu Quang - USA
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tired of bamboo gazing
I look to the pond—
bamboo reflection
Vuong Pham – Australia

was this it?
clouds falling apart
drop by drop
Johannes S. H. Bjerg - Denmark

dawn river
this time
my heart floods
Vuong Pham – Australia

muggy night
spitting watermelon seeds
at the full moon
Pat Nelson – USA
she carries
an empty water jug . . .
Haitian dawn
Sergio Ortiz – Puerto Rico
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30,000 feet
cloud shadows cling
to the earth
Bill Kenney – USA

blue skythe sad things
we each know
Tom Clausen – USA

beach debris,
after the hurricane
a thousand miles away
Timothy Collinson – UK

drizzling
onto the landline
the silence
Simone K. Busch – Germany
the stillness after rain
a snail navigates around
the star of the east
B.T.Joy – Scotland
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the tea turns cold-an empty mailbox
this winter afternoon
Anna Yin – Canada

snails changing zen garden patterns
Pamela A. Babusci - USA

a little frog
on our sundial
passing time
Ben Moeller-Gaa – USA

Lady Chapel
seagulls fill the
gaps between
intercessions.
Jon Summers – Wales
the sound of my teeth
meeting through
a peach
Tom Clausen - USA
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anesthesia
wearing off
steady rain
Bill Kenney – USA
nothing
I didn’t know
before
maple
after
maple
Melissa Allen – USA

snipping lavender
she works alongside
a bee

Marion Clarke – Ireland

before the village
a road sign warns
-- toads crossing
Gerald England – UK
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disguising death
outside the abbatoir
scents of ginger
Barbara A Taylor – Australia

morning downpour
at my doorstep
a small frog
Jay Friedenberg – USA

muddy puddle in the stray dog's eyes
Sanjukta Asopa – India

under the rain
of cherry blossoms
a rusting pickup
Kirsten Cliff – New Zealand
red dust and spinifex
gobstoppers
in the seat pocket
Susan Richardson – Wales
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moon sliver I am reminded
of your subtlety
Owen Bullock – New Zealand

icy branches
glisten in the moonlight
power outage
Beverly Acuff Momoi – USA

between thunderclouds the spade strikes a stone
Mark Holloway, UK

another rainy day...
within these four walls
a one-sided heart
Sergio Ortiz – Puerto Rico

water striders
ever between worlds
i make my way
Mark Holloway – UK
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waxing gibbous
the sea of tranquility
in my teacup
Margaret Dornaus – USA

renewed prescriptions behind the rain
the rain again
Johannes S. H. Bjerg - Denmark

taking flight
a goose turns into
my skipping stone
Darrell Corgatelli – USA

granite mountain
I scatter his ash
on frosted shadows
J. Zimmerman – USA
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first warm day
the dry husk of a ladybug
in the windowsill
Deb Baker – USA

redwood stump
my son loses count
of the rings
Mark Brager – USA

First day on holiday
I open the window to
the flight of sparrows
from their nest.
Jon Summers - Wales

fading light...
fetlock-deep in buttercups
the grey mare's foal
Claire Everett – UK
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family secret...
in a tangle of dead vines
the treecreepers' nest
Claire Everett – UK

the old school closed only the bees
murmuring a lesson
John Mcdonald – Scotland

Manhattan
from the art deco window
cubism
David Serjeant – UK

dead fox wind harps
through its bones
John Mcdonald – Scotland
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swallows dip to blue water
I sing in the key
of the wind
Paul MacNeil - USA

lilac breeze…
a forgotten bruise
fades to yellow
Michele L. Harvey – USA

starlings...
sliding between the frets
the blues of dusk
Claire Everett – UK
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Tanka; Editor's Philosophy

I'm looking for well-crafted tanka that express contemporary life and experience in simple, direct, fresh language.
I want to see poems free of the clichés and tropes of the past and present, poems that have something to say,
say it, and leave me awed in the perfect beauty and truth of their moment. I am looking for work of genius to
share with others and to champion and place before new readers who hunger for a literature that matters, that
reveals, that gives pleasure and understanding, that draws its subject matter and memory from the human
imagination and life in the world --- the world as it is, the world as it ought to be, the world of instinct and emotion,
of ideas and intellect.

However the poet chooses to deliver this freight --- in the imagery of things, in argument, in symbol or metaphor,
etc. --- I want to see original tanka that are worthy of a thousand-year-old tradition, and that are grounded in the
small, the big, and the overlooked realities of the present. Is that asking too much? I'm sure it is. Literature always
asks too much, universally, in all cultures. Yet, each month, poems come over the transom fully prepared to
receive our whole attention, poems that need to be published and read.

New and veteran tanka poets are welcome. If new, go for the maximum submissions (10 poems) and send me a
selection that you feel best represents the range of your work. If you have published tanka in an edited journal,
online or print, it is likely I have read your work: Send me tanka that will expand and amplify the cache of your
very best work in the genre.

My goal as tanka editor for Notes from the Gean is to build a literature of permanent value. I want to identify and
select the work of poets who, while speaking meaningfully to today's readers, will also have something important
and necessary to say to readers not yet born.

Michael McClintock
Tanka Editor
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morning haze,
mountains beyond mountains…
a blue distance
that can’t be helped
shimmers between us
Michele L. Harvey - USA

rising and falling
with the afternoon tide
pilings
are all that’s left now
of the battleship's slip
Michele L. Harvey - USA

an hour spent
in the contemplation
of clover
and perhaps a little more
in search of luck
Michele L. Harvey - USA
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treading
the middle way
after a lifetime
of believing
I was something else
Ruth Holzer - USA

perfect
as his mother made him
the catbird
fades into asphalt
claws and gray wings
Ruth Holzer - USA

they're dropping
like flies
aren't they-he used to say
but not anymore
Ruth Holzer – USA
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Tennyson wrote
of crossing the bar. . .
a blue horizon
where masts of sailing ships
sink slowly out of sight
Kirsty Karkow - USA

wanted:
a lazy day
brandy
and a cool dude
with a tenor sax
Kirsty Karkow - USA

quietly
keeping track of time
in the attic
a traveling clock
with a strong battery
Kirsty Karkow – USA
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choir voices
in the autumn breeze
above the privets ...
a cranberry flowered hat
hurrying on it's way
Carol Raisfeld - USA

his dog
still waits at the door
each night—
the distant whistle
of the homebound train
Carol Raisfeld - USA

his hand in mine
dad’s brow softens,
his lips smile . . .
taken from his last dream
he lets go, traveling on
Carol Raisfeld – USA
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you leave
on the first train . . .
I lie awake
to stretch the night
that little bit longer
Brendan Slater - The Netherlands

they should take
a sample of my blood
to be sure
of the first frost
the waning moon
Brendan Slater - The Netherlands

strand by strand
my memories return . . .
your hair
dark brown with a shimmer of red
swept up by the summer breeze
Brendan Slater - The Netherlands
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my passion for all of you
began, my bower bird,
word by dazzling word
you placed before me
: just so
Anita Virgil - USA

in morning silence
your lips softly find my neck
as we share this aged bench
so deep
in the sunlit woodlands
Anita Virgil - USA

the cardinal pair
sail down the afterglow
to feed once more . . .
content, they nestle
in the pines til dawn
Anita Virgil – USA
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Walking to my car
a woman is looking
to the horizon
she is still looking
as I drive away
Bruce England - USA

An old stonecutter,
dying in bed, asks his wife
to open her blouse
so he can hold her breasts
in his hands one last time
Bruce England - USA

i give you
this small piece
of myself any more & i
should fall apart
Kirsten Cliff - New Zealand
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and when my thoughts
have followed the rosewood grain
of sunset
swirling dark from the eaves
pipistrelles
Claire Everett - England

I rest my mind
with the world
there
in the stillness
of the heron's raised foot
Claire Everett - England

with blue irises
a woman in white
carries sorrow
down a path
nobody wants to go
Pamela A. Babusci – USA
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What is time
to a rock
a tree
or you
working Sudoku?
Marian Olson - USA

After waving goodbye
I found your gift
in the cooler tray,
a jar of soft cheese made
from your happy goats.
Marian Olson - USA

smooth ochre clay
I moisten the pale stub
paint bold lines
prehistoric birds ascend
toward the cave mouth's light
J. Zimmerman – USA
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you did
what you did . . .
I give
the wound time
to become a scab
Kala Ramesh - Pune, India

wishing
I were answerable
to none
the cuckoo
sings away the hours
Kala Ramesh - Pune, India

a flutter of wings
on the fringe of vision ~
turning quickly
towards its shadow
I miss the bird behind me
Rodney Williams – Australia
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talking movies
on the clam bar
rooftop —
nobody saw
the same thing
Lucas Stensland - USA

with insomnia
around the brain
he tips his hat
to say good night
to the mourning doves
Lucas Stensland - USA

the same eclipse
from different angles . . .
your eyes straining
to see the earth's shadow
without looking at red moons
Margaret Dornaus – USA
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mottled
like the stony ground
they rest on
these four eggs
of the lapwing plover
André Surridge - New Zealand

moonlight
who is she rushing to meet
at this hour
the unhappily married
mother of five
André Surridge - New Zealand

the local
bullshit artist
pats me on the back —
I turn to the statue
of a woman washing her child
Owen Bullock - New Zealand
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the scent of rain
on a Sunday afternoon . . .
between us
the click of checkers
in our summer cabin
Susan Constable - Canada

the moon
turns red
as I gaze up
to the heavens
with bloodshot eyes
Tracy Davidson - UK

and then the walking away
across the gleaming lobby
the cold glass
against my cheek
as the night train whizzes to Kyoto
Hannah Mahoney – USA
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Shakespeare in the Park
she lingers over every review
the plays, the actors —
knowing it is a season
she will not see
Beverly Acuff Momoi - USA

he lectures
on right and wrong
in moonlight
the snow banks stained
in a gradient of grey
Luminita Suse – Canada
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Haiga, Editor's Philosophy:

Haiga Submissions
in a copse…
searching for inspiration
crows says otherwise
The late W.J Higginson described traditional haiga as involving: “...a spare sketch-like picture and a haiku in the
same piece of art”, this is the essence of the form, perhaps it can be best defined as an interaction between the
two creative forms; that of the spontaneity (snapshot) haiku and the image.

As well as the more traditionally recognised medium of watercolour, acrylic and oil painting, and not forgetting the
Zen style of Japanese art, currently excepted haiga have adopted various media forms and combinations of
photography, graphic design, computerised visuals to create that image, this has opened up a whole new world
of creativity.

Yet, whatever form of media is adopted, the perfect haiga should offer the recipient, an opportunity to uncover the
relationship between words and image, that can become their own. To quote Ted Hughes who described poetry
as: “… made out of experiences, which change our bodies and spirits,” a pure symbiosis of the senses, this is
what I am looking for in submissions:

Innovation

Originality

Simplicity

Beauty

Sincerity

I look forward to receiving your submissions.

Andy Pomphrey
Haiga Editor
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Wahyu W Basjir / Jonei Hartanto - Indonesia
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Simone K Busch - Germany
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Pris Campbell - USA
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Pris Campbell - USA
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Kirsten Cliff - New Zealand
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Kirsten Cliff - New Zealand
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Terry L. French – USA
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Terry L. French - USA
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John Hawkhead - UK
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Jacek Margolax – Poland
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Jacek Margolax – Poland
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Jacek Margolax – Poland
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Diane Mayr - USA
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Carol Raisefield - USA
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Carol Raisfield - USA
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Brendan Slater - The Netherlands
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Brendan Slater - The Netherlands
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Brendan Slater - The Netherlands
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Brendan Slater - The Netherlands
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Christine L Villa - USA
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Christine L Villa - USA
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Rodney Williams – Austrailia
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Haibun; Editor's Philosophy

Last year I was fortunate to be able to recruit Richard Katrovas to be a
judge for the formal poetry category of the NC Poetry Society competition.
He chose a haibun by an MFA student as one of his runner-ups. I was
surprised and pleased such a reknowned expert treated haibun with the same regard he gave to sonnets,
sestinas, and other more widely accepted(in the academic poetry world) literary forms.

His choice also highlighted another trend I believe is going to become increasingly common - the incursion of free
verse poets into the world of 'haiku'. With the proliferation of MFA programs, new poets are turning
towards haiku, senryu, tanka, and haibun as a way to explore forms and
increase their publishing options. These writers often approach these as
poems first, and as forms second. Over time, this should alter the
definitional boundaries of these forms of poetry. So I think we're at a
point of change, and I hope to be open to that, without ignoring tradition.

What will I be looking for in a haibun? Ray Rasmussen, in a blog, referenced
the idea that some consider it a "narrative of an epiphany." I like that. Roberta Beary spoke at a Haiku Holiday in
NC about the need for the prose to
be as compressed as a poem. I like that idea, too. I think of the prose
and poetry parts of the haibun as working like stanzas - I like it when they resonate in juxtaposition, each
deepening the other. It works best for me
when the poetry leads the prose deeper.

I like the personal more than the historical, something that moves me or
makes me think, more than something that shows off its literary expertise.
I like it when the prose part approaches the complexity of a prose poem but I like it when it stops just before it gets there. I don't, in general, favor prose that is as journalistic as, say, a
feuilleton. I also don't
think it should be so abstract and personal it's difficult to find a way in.
I like one or two haiku in a haibun.

That said, I will read everything.
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I approach this with utter humility, and confidence. I recognize there are
many writers whose scholarship exceeds mine. But I also know I'm an
excellent editor, as the poets who have worked with me can attest. My job

is to understand what writers are saying, not to tell them what to say, or
how to say it. But I am a hands-on editor, and will suggest changes if I
think those changes will help a writer achieve their vision. Their vision,
not mine.

I look forward to reading your best work.

____________

Richard Krawiec
Haibun Editor
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Pause
The first day of summer, and already I’m wondering where the summer went. It was a day that
skittered
between sunshine and rain, not fulfilling any promises. In the evening the sky turned green for a
while and
we kept an ear out for the tornado siren. Some lazy thunder rumbled by. I remembered later that
I’d
forgotten to eat for most of the day. It hadn’t seemed necessary, the way it never seems
necessary
in dreams. Around bedtime I finally got around to asking my husband where the rosebush that
had
suddenly appeared on our doorstep a couple days earlier had come from.
that shade of pink
I wonder if I’m
blushing too
The shortest night of the year has started. I’m tempted to see it through. Skip the dreams for
once. Try
making my own.
what dreams may come…
black ink dripping
from rain-soaked leaves
Melissa Allen, USA
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Notes in my Journal
To my Father,
It is the eve of our big battle. Corporal "Cuts-the-Rope" led us in a Sioux smoke ceremony. We
cleanse our souls for war and the souls of our enemy ... the way it should be.
two birds
watch from the window's sandbags
a touch of God
If this is the end of the road for me, I want to return to the soil where I began. I have no fear of
death ... rather, only a sense of being complete. If I fall in this battle, it is meant to be ... and it will
have always been meant to be.
born a warrior
the way is not to live but to die
honorably
I live by the code
of a Samurai
Dad ... you gave me the beginning. It was you who held me my first day of life ... and it is you
who shall scatter my ashes in Independence ... an appropriate name of a city to rest in. I know
fate will work itself out and I may yet leave this battle with my life. Either way, I am happy and
content.
listen to freedom
it pounds in the brave heart
of courage
Lastly, I am handing to you the most important thing I have learned in my life. It is the pen that
builds and the pen that kills. But all you need in life is two words – Love and Freedom. With the
combination of the two, a man can be complete.
with that learned
I will see you
when I see you
Semper Fidelis
_______________

With the permission of GP Anderson, an American soldier, Don Baird composed this haibun
using GP's words from a letter that he sent to his father while he was serving in Iraq.
Don Baird, USA
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Entry on Rain
They bought a large paper bag of ripe oranges at a fruit stall. When the downpour began he
tucked it under his arm and they ran with all speed to the ryokan inn. Now the oranges have burst
out from the sodden bag, they roll wet on the tatami floor towards the spread-out futon. They may
dry there for a while ...
his given name
the piercing cry of it
as he enters
her

David Cobb, England
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TAGGING ALONG WITH MOSES
A contemporary English kikōbun David Cobb 2011

Moses Smashing the Tables of the Law, Rembrandt

TAGGING ALONG WITH MOSES
A silly thought, that he too might have kept an itinerary, doubtless not in a little paper pocket book
like mine, but perhaps on a tablet of stone? Dates and place names. 'Friday, Mount Nebo. See the
Promised Land.'
Starting from what used to be the capital of Moab, now of Jordan. I'll be going in the opposite
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direction to his, but never mind that, a vista is the same when you reach the viewpoint, however you
approach it.
Perhaps he would also have made a few remarks about available means of transport. Asses, at least?
Nothing with wheels? A lift on the cart carrying the Ark surely taboo?

Trains. I've crossed them off my list of ways to travel. Yes, unvarnished wooden passenger trucks do
idle in the railway sidings of Amman, but they have stood there mouldering ever since the Turkish
soldiery abandoned them in 1917. Like hen coops on iron wheels. Too rotten now to totter even a
hundred yards.
windows without panes
imagine the glazed looks
of eyes within

Once a week, on a day and at a time scrupulously unpublicised, a train does chug out past the troop
trucks, heading northwards, though with no intention of reaching Damascus. I saw it once, hooting
its cumbersome way along the main street of an anonymous village where sheep and donkeys
foraged between the railway lines for cabbage stalks and melon rinds. As for southwards, the Hejaz
Railway has never been rebuilt since 'El Orens' blew it to bits during the Arab Uprising. Just a branch
line from near Al Hasa has caterpillars of grey wagons rumbling loads of potash towards cargo boats
waiting at Aqaba.
Nowadays, those who have business south of Amman must rely on rubber tyres. Shared taxis are the
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common mode, sharioots that string together town to town, like rosary beads passing through
fingers knotted in prayer. Or you may hire a car and drive it yourself, always supposing you are
young enough to be insured. Not to say intrepid, for neither the King's Highway nor the Desert
Highway is an easy drive.
The purpose of my present journey? To travel the King's Highway and in every sizable town I come
to, visit its schools in the company of local supervisors. To establish whether the new books I
prepared for the Ministry are actually doing any good, or maybe harm, since they were let loose in
the classrooms. This research is already compromised — the supervisors will have arranged for me
to watch only those teachers who can be trusted to give model lessons. Also the new course aims to
be teacher-proof. Cassettes model every step of every lesson, in 'proper English' recorded in
London's Abbey Road studios, so that teachers are supposed to be word perfect before they go into
their classes.

Not part of the plan, every child with a middle income parent has a cassette too. Pirates are selling
them at every tobacconist's shop. Kids have the next day's lesson pat a good twelve hours before
their teachers start to teach it. What could possibly go wrong?
'He put the pin in the balloon and it didn't burst.'
'No, silly boy. You say like me. He boot the bin in the palloon and it NOT purst. Everyone say, He boot
the palloon ...'
Eleventh commandment: 'Thou shalt know thy limitations and stay within them.'
First off, to schools in Madaba. Morning at seven I'm in the centre of Amman where the sharioot
drivers form up their contingents of passengers. 'Madaba! Madaba?' you cry until finally one of the
drivers nods his head. Anyone running late and impatient to be off might offer to pay for all four
seats in his vehicle. Not generally a good idea. Liable to peeve the driver so much he'll refuse to take
you. Enjoys the parley and barter, doesn't like destiny to play too easy a hand.
Being the first, I take possession of the seat next to the driver. One by one three men, in thick-knit
sweaters or cagoules, lurch themselves in behind me, clutching between their knees plastic bags
with all their needs for the day: pitta bread, hummus, onions, tomatoes, invoices, red-and-white or
black-and-white check burnous. Squeak and groan of cushions as they jigsaw their limbs together on
the back seat.
In Madaba an aphorism for today is on the blackboard.
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By the Name of God,
prevention is butter
than cure

Till today I never associated God with either white chalk or butter. Salwa has signed the inscription
and for good measure added, 'If you eat an apple a day, keep the doctor away.'
At the nearby boys' school there is a preference for red chalk. It spurts from the muzzle of a handgun, it fountains out of a body marked with the Star of David.
a call to prayer
the porter lays down his mop
in line with Mecca
In the full midday heat we call time on education. I own up to my wish to see what Moses saw and
the supervisor drives me up the tortuous road to Mount Nebo. There it is ... or there it should be at
least. The Promised Land is veiled from human sight by clouds of vapour rising off the Bromide Sea.
In some Slavonic languages 'nebo' is the word for 'sky'. Might say I've seen the Promised Sky?
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We resign ourselves to a Dead Sea beach. I find I can float a book on the buoyant soapy waters. Yes, I
know, Moses could probably have managed to do the same with a tablet of stone. Show-off!
Anyway, I feel pretty high now, perhaps the foul odours of Dead Sea minerals are doing it. Clamber
up onto a hagworn female camel, have a vision of myself as a field marshal on a huge white steed,
startle my mount into motion with a cry of 'Bellerophon!', wave an arm imperiously in the air and
have my photo taken. Dismounting, I pick up a brown stone, lick my finger and taste it. Ugh! There
are crystals twinkling all over the stone like glitter-polish on a woman's toenails.
A sort of sulphurous aperitif. For don't we now come upon nine men squatting on mats spread out in
the shade of an olive tree, dismembering barbecued chickens with their clean right hands, tucking
their offensive left hands into the backs of their jeans, motioning us to sit down and share. The
entire staff of the school we were at lately. Not a moment to fuss about keeping the doctor away.
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To a weaver's shop for a rug, a speciality of this region. A shock to find almost all dyed in gaudy
colours, sometimes with pictures of the Flintstones or Homer Simpson. The style of mat you might
trample on with long-shanked boots.
But tucked away in a murky corner is what I have really been looking for. Woven from the undyed
fleeces of chocolate-brown, greyish or off-white sheep, natural as on the day they grazed the desert.
Simple triangle motifs. A texture rough enough to set bare feet tingling. Fit for the sandy floors of
Bedu tents.
I pull this rug out for closer inspection, casually so as to conceal my eagerness to have it, but the
proprietor quickly tucks it away again. Steers me away from it, extolling the hideous beauties of any
other rug in his stock.
'Look, sair. This one, most lovely rug. Here, see one most more lovely.' His assistant seizes this
moment to hand me a bottle of a soft drink as brightly coloured as the rug beneath my nose. 'This
very more most beautiful. Look, sair.'
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I fell for the charm
not knowing it would shield me
from the evil eye
Only when my hand is on the door handle does the proprietor give up. Some days destiny will bring
to his shop an ignoramus or simpleton unworthy of serious engagement in the business of buying
and selling. He shrugs in resignation. After a mere fifteen minutes of low key haggling the prize is
rolled up under my arm and taken away to my hotel room. I roll it out beside my bed and whoop.
Perhaps tonight I shall dream it's one of the flying kind and it will take me somewhere else?
Next day to Kerak. The name derives from crac, the word the Crusaders and the Saracens used for
'citadel'. My lodgings for the night abut the Crac des Moabites ramparts, in the shade of a fearsome
statue of Saladin. The Saracen hero, mounted on a belligerent steed, slashing the air above his head.
In the photo I take his scimitar is perilously close to severing overhead telephone wires.
scaffolding shadows
putting an extra blanket
on this night’s bed
I pray that if I snore tonight it will be taken for Christian piety.
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Of Saladin it was said he always treated Christians and those of his own faith according to the same
righteous code. Far from his beliefs the idea that 'all is fair in love and war'. The Crusader lord of the
crac deflowered Muslim maidens and after they had served his purpose, he pitched them off the
walls to their deaths. As soon as Saladin captured the crac he defenestrated the villain with his own
hands.
street football
an empty stone coffin
for a goal
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Today one class have prepared their lesson so well it finishes ten minutes sooner than the teacher
planned. I come to his rescue, suggesting the class might like to ask me questions.
'Okay, I'll settle for that.'
My stock response. What I've settled for this time is fifty. In fact I'm sixty. Ten years ago, when I was
really fifty, I would have settled for forty. Perhaps it's in an atmosphere of chalk dust I look my best?
Children in their stuffy classrooms always seem to under-guess my age by about ten years. I don't
think it's because they flatter; the world's children do not flatter, they tell you mostly what they
think they see.
I come out from my watch tower at the back of the class, stand at the front and encourage them to
ask anything they like. Eyes light up as they realise phrases they learnt in laborious lessons can be
used to interrogate a foreigner.
'Where are you from?' 'How many children do you have?' 'Are you married?' 'Is your wife beautiful?'
'How many wives do you have?'
Then, with a glance at the teacher to see if it's polite, 'How much money do you earn?' Teachers will
smile a blessing on this question, because they are also keen to know the answer. Even if I cheat and
reduce my salary to half they think I'm joking. No honest teacher could possibly earn so much.
And then, inevitably, at some point, 'How old are you?'
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I've learnt to deflect this sensitive question with a question of my own. 'How old do you think I am?'
They usually make an estimate I'm pleased to accept.
The last question, you can bet your bow tie on it, will be 'Do you like Jordan?' Or Japan. Or Ghana or
Greece. Or Athens or Amman or Tokyo. All depending where one is at the time. I always tell the
children I love their country or city best, and it always seems to me I'm telling the truth.
back row of the class
the girl with the ulcered leg
knows all the answers
On the way to Tafileh, a plunge down from the escarpment into the canyon of Wadi Mujib. The land
called Edom because of its red soil. Red on my map too, but to show it lies beneath Sea Level. The
great deeps of the Dead Sea Trench like labia around the entrance to the world's womb.
hills at their climax
grating of a gear stick
persistently stiff
One can't trust the brakes going down, can't trust the tyres going up. Wheels dragging off the
straight and true.
A flat? Yes. Spare, repair kit, pump? No. In a word, up the jebel without a jack. Times like these one
wishes for someone who can talk to God. (Let it be known this is a time before the invention of cell
phones.) Moses, are you listening?

The Lord has a long queue to provide for, but is quick to send an army jeep with six angels in khaki
and a sergeant in charge.
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On a command of three — heave one side of the taxi off the ground. One, two, three, wheel
removed, puncture plugged. One, two, three, vehicle down on the ground again, pump found, air
blown into the tyre. All without any word of mouth at all, just hand signals to forbid the taking of
photographs. Can a rescue like this really be a military secret? Perhaps a divine one?
I swear it was the camera that begged me, let it take just one snap, and that was the exact moment
when one of the squad raised his head and saw. Whispered to his sergeant who thrusts an accusing
finger. Did I ...? No apology could get me out of this predicament. Nothing for it but to shake my
head. There's probably some commandment about gesticulating untruths, if only I could remember
it.
The town of Tafileh has to be outflanked before the road can get down into it. First view from a
crescent-shaped escarpment. Here Lawrence, watching Turks massacred after throwing down their
arms and taking to their heels, vomited. Enough to have captured their howitzers. Snow fell down on
the enemy blood.
By the time we reach the first school in Tafileh the local supervisor has found out that I am able to
eat fish. A small boy is sent running home to inform his wife. To be quite honest, I am not all that
fond of fish, especially those kinds whose bone arrangements I simply can't work out. At lunch time,
the alarming sight of a salver laden with a whole school of fish, appearing to be of an especially bony
kind.
In the kitchen, beaming her welcome and pride in the salver, the cook amid a swarm of minnowy
children nibbling at her apron strings.
weighing her infants
first in the kitchen scales
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then on her knees

Belly nice and round, so there are more small fry on the way. She serves us gaily and then as merrily
retires; but joins her husband again when we have finished eating, to serve coffee and drink it with
us, talking with complete ease about the life we all share.
Such as the human obsession with weight. '250 grams when packed, amount variable after opening
due to atmospheric conditions.' Even Moses was at it, laying down in Exodus that an omer is the
tenth part of an ephah. Useful to know in his days, when you were measuring manna.
The toddlers have begun to minnow me. How nice if one could spend the night with such a family. I
sigh as I retire into my cell at Tafileh's two-star hotel. In the morning, another twenty miles or so
down the road, lies Shaubak. Here an end of week atmosphere, correct conjugations of verbs
yielding to Friday prayers.

On a peak overlooking Shaubak there is another of the great Crusader cracs. Into its ruins, like a
raiding party returning with loot, the supervisor drives us with enough provisions stowed in his boot
to feed a garrison. One carrier bag topples out after another with gobbets of lamb, bulbous onions,
tennis-ball-sized tomatoes, unleavened bread, hummus, oranges, water melons, bottled water.
Set to gathering up scattered wood and sticks, anything flammable, and the supervisor lights a fire.
With the meat sizzling, he climbs up onto a boulder, flings his arms out wide against the skyline, and
in lithographic pose recites the whole of The Solitary Reaper. Poem he had to learn by heart at
school.
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Behold her, single in the field,
Yon solitary Highland lass!
Reaping and singing to herself;
Stop here, or gently pass!
Even with the help of an Australian back-packer who suddenly emerges from behind a stone wall we
can't finish all the food.
the desert kite's eye
a still fixed point
in expanding circles
I mention my plan to get to Petra for the weekend. My friend has to hurry home to Ma'an because
it's Friday. He'll drop me off on the King's Highway where there will be a bus. I find myself at
nowhere again. Well, almost nowhere. This time, as I stand at the roadside, I see there's some kind
of campus behind me, but nothing I can identify it by, no sound or motion to tell me it's actually
inhabited.
For company, a few starving sparrows, their touching optimism that there is something worth
pecking on the dusty road. No risk of their being run over by a bus.
Not to worry. We have learnt already, haven't we, there is nowhere nearer to Providence than
nowhere.
With that timing in which Providence seems to be expert the grounds behind me disgorge a dozen
young men, in their late teens, full of chat. Tell me I'm outside a teacher training college. Don't seem
surprised to be told I'm waiting for a bus. Bring me out a Windsor chair, sit me down by the roadside,
surround me as with a circle of courtiers, have the usual photo taken. Questions about the possible
time of the bus ignored. They'd rather talk about my family, age, salary, when it's correct to say
'take' and when 'fetch', how to use the present perfect.
on a goat's back
a bird's five minute search
for a tick
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Four o'clock. A car swirls around the bend and pulls up. My courtiers switch allegiance to the driver.
Their tutor. They tell him about the bus. He slaps me on the back and thinks this a fine joke. Can't
remember when he last saw one go past. If one ever did.
As for Petra? Over an hour's drive. Fact is, he hasn't been there for quite some time. Why shouldn't
he take me? He'll go and tell his wife he'll be late back for supper. And pick up a buddy to keep him
company on the trip back.
Buddy picks up the shoulder bag with all my belongings, stows it away under the back seat so he can
stretch out.
Along dusty roads punctuated by prickly-pears. We pass the time exchanging photographs pulled
from our wallets. This your daughter? And you say fourteen? Buddy on the back seat thinks he'd like
to marry her, wants to know how much. Seems willing to put down a deposit, so long as I give my
consent in principle.
The rest house at Petra is cool in the April evening. I invite my saviours in for a drink in the bar.
Converted from one of the two-thousand year old 'cavern tombs' where the Nabateans socialised
with their dead. My friends haven't time.
place mats
the dust of ages safe
from ice-cold drips
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I retire early, to be ready for a quick start next day, but at some unwatched hour there's a scratch at
the door. An unrecognised voice sibilates the keyhole.
'Haeh, saer, saer, please it is I, saer! Open for me, saer!'
Despite all the benign interventions so far, surely my luck can't last for ever? I bury my head under
the pillow and lie still, praying I turned the key in the door.
At breakfast time the clerk on the front desk calls me over. 'Saer, your friend from Shaubak came
back in the night and left this for you.' Something found on the floor of the car when they reached
the training college. My toothbrush.
a debt my teeth
if brushed a million times
will never repay
The clerk has more good news for me. Last night's arrivals from Amman were told, sorry, tomorrow,
Saturday, Petra will be closed. Royalty expected. Drowned their disappointments in gin and headed
back to the capital. Alone I stayed on.
Now there has been a change. Petra will be open after all, but only up to eight a.m. My watch says
six-thirty. Stuffing a bread roll into my shoulder-bag with my toothbrush, out I go.
Ordinarily there is a small army of hawkers by the entrance to the Siq, hiring out unstable ponies or
at double the price the surer-footed camels. Deserted now except for a sentry in the ceremonial
dress of the Arab Legion. Very civilly he presents arms. I return the salute.
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At intervals of a hundred yards, as I walk through the winding Siq, on past the Treasury, into the
Roman quarter, I pass the entire Royal Guard of Honour and we salute each other without a word
said.
The Bedu nowhere to be seen, perhaps under tent arrest. Edward Lear described Petra as 'a world
where everything is made of chocolate, ham, curry powder and salmon.' The sentries and I have it to
ourselves.
It is around ten o'clock, and almost sickeningly hot, when I first sight anyone out of uniform. At a
brisk pace, red in the face, a line of men in dark suits, fastened collars, flunkying diplomats from the
Embassy. Ten paces ahead of them a sporty woman having a lot of fun making them sweat. I stand
respectfully as they pass. She turns her head towards me, Princess Anne. If you don't believe she
winks, ask Moses. He'll tell you.
To celebrate such an auspicious day I dig up a bulb of urginea maritima, the black Petra iris. Not an
act of vandalism, I assure you, for the plant grows all over these almost toxic sands and is of no use
to man or beast. Not even an ass or camel can bear to eat it. If I take it to England, will it ever
produce one of its legendary blooms?
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with one black bud
the iris sucks in darkness
from the shortest night

To Aqaba. Another hospitable supervisor, but instead of shaking hands he grips my forearm with a
flesh-pink prosthesis. Double misfortune, for if he had to lose a hand, an Arab would surely prefer it
to be his left. Careful to avoid repeating the gaffe my editor once made. Our Arab friend said he'd be
visiting London soon, to see a doctor in Harley Street, 'Oh,' says the editor. 'You must tell me exactly
when you're coming. We could meet and then I'll be able to give you a hand.'
Turning round now, back to Amman. On Monday a side trip to Wadi Rum, where there is a small,
seldom visited desert school among the hump-backed mountains, Its entrance, a rickety bamboo
gate, has a signboard, Wadi Rum Nature Reserve. Nailed up in illustration, crucified in the name of
conservation, the cadaver of a mountain eagle.

Off the King's Highway again to Ain Musa. This is where Moses struck the rock with his rod and water
poured out. When I sit down on it, it doesn't even wet my pants. The reservoir is dry as a bone.
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Hey, Moses, you still listening? Any time you're short of water again, I might show you how to dowse
using a metal coat hanger. Spare the rod ...
the journey goes on
I squeeze just that bit higher
up the toothpaste tube
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David Cobb, England
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Dead of Night
Dead of night in the shopping mall. The show window of the clothes
store at the end of the corridor is neatly decorated for the new
season. Four dummies are displayed, two females and two males.
the body
a fragile shell of dust
at dusk
All the sudden, the door of the store opens. Slowly, one of
the dummies swishes away into the corridor. He treads on
green granite tiles only, jumping whenever necessary in a
very graceful manner. The other three dummies follow suit,
two of them performing a pas de deux. After a few minutes,
seven other dummies, one-by-one and merry as children,
walk out as well, Morris dancing. More dummies follow, in
all possible sizes, dances and colors.
the soul
inside the shell
so brittle
The pressure is now so intense that the whole window
collapses, and dozens burst out at once, like popcorn.
In some inconceivable way, dummies keep coming out of
the store, in ever larger numbers. Perhaps there is a dummy
production line inside, or it could be that they reproduce
themselves like bunnies.
sale kaleidoscope
on the shoulder of an ant
I see an elephant
The whole mall is now filled, and they flow into the parking lot,
and soon the whole city is cluttered. They accumulate in
unaccountable numbers, generating rivers and lakes.
The insane flow continues till the whole earth is covered.
But this is not enough. They keep flowing in such large
numbers that the solar system, then the whole galaxy,
are fully transfigured.
pole star
above the horizon
humming
After the infinite is overwhelmed, the flow continues into even
higher orders of infinity, such as those only dreamt by Cantor.
The eternity itself is flooded forever. The only time-space
left is now occupied by the perky harmonica sound that
reverberates inexorably.
L. Costa, Brazil
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The Mighty Mental Microscope

Part 1: The Microscope is Invented.
Tonight I had a dream, and as I dreamt I invented a thought contraption, built not of optical and
mechanical components, but with the hardware of my neurons and the electronics of my soul.
The `Mental Microscope’ has no moveable parts, so it can never wear and tear. It does not use
optical magnification but works instead using the principle of time dilation. I keep the analysed
object in a creative portion of my brain and mind for a long period while its parts are expanded
into streams of words and free associations until the object is completely emptied or the mind is
stuffed full. The mental microscope is, therefore, totally objective and reliable, as it does not rely
on any direct observation of what we consider to be reality.
three atoms
under the lenses
morris dancing
Now that I have this marvelous microscope I hope it will change the way I see the world by
focusing my mind’s eye on some subjects that have always evaded my understanding.

.....

Part 2: Tuesday, The Pearl of Water.
The pearl of water that forms as dew in my faucet every single morning is the first subject into
which I turn the Mental Microscope. It stays around for a long while hanging from itself as if by
magic, though some say it is just "capillary action." I do not know when or whether it falls
because I never see it fall, and it never leaves any sign. It could even be that it oscillates, like a
tide, in and out of the faucet.
four seasons
never repeating
a song
The pearl of water is so mysterious in its many reflections of the real world, as it is so tiny and
shaky. Once I even thought I was seeing a rooster inside the drop, reflected upside down, by
lens effect, but when I looked closer it seemed to shy away. Now, at long last, I can turn my
mighty mental microscope into the pearl of water.
cornucopia
where did all these frogs
come from?
Small wonder! The pearl is full of things indeed, which come in ever increasing numbers through
the Brownian agitation of the fluid. I not only confirm that the rooster inhabits there, but also see a
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scooter floating freely in the water. It is unmanned. There is, however, a whole band of
octogenarian musicians playing the polka dots in one corner of the pearl of water. The sound,
that can't be heard without the aid of the mental microscope, reminds me of a fading post card in
black and white.

.....

Part 3: Wednesday, The Twilight Moment.
The next subject to be dissected by my new microscope is the twilight moment at the very
moment of twilight. Now, you may ask: how on earth can one use a microscope to analyze a
moment? To which, I would respond: Aha! The mighty mental device works by using time dilation
instead of image magnification!
the next step
of arts and science
into the pond
The twilight moment is one of the most mysterious moments in our unknown civilization. As
nobody can tell exactly when it happens it has never been actually defined. But the mental
microscope goes much further—it shows that this moment is not actually a moment, but a state
of mind that has scents of laurel and burnt olive branches.
and, as we observe the twilight moment
it is gone, and I didn't see . . .
or did we?

.....

Part 4: Thursday, Intermezzo
You have gone so far with me and may be dizzy by the revelation of all these transcending
things. So I think you deserve a short break now as I show my little room to you. Let me offer
some jasmine tea, blended from this uneasy Chinese ink pot and served in cursive calligraphy.
slow hourglass
filled with germinating
poppy seeds
See those huge volumes on the last shelf of the cabinet? They have never been opened but still
are heavily worn. A treatise on telepathy... The crystal skull is not authentic. It was faked by
Akhnaton as part of his dowry, but is still useful for scrying. The main door opens into a garden
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with a single empty wooden bench from which to watch the lunar eclipse. It'll soon be occupied
by our absence.

.....

Part 5: Friday, The Teletransporting Text.
Having said so, we conclude the fifth part, which is also the penultimate mundane. Thus goes
without saying that the beginning of my description of how the mental microscope works can be
used to probe that perhaps even start making sense of the all important phenomenon known is
the ‘Teletransporting Text’.
a start
the harbinger
of end
That fat old sage that is the man in the moon once said: "soft cheese with fennel to please". The
proof of the value of the mighty Mental Microscope is that it proves that the teletransporting text
is nothing else but the good old books.

.....

Part 6: Saturday, The Eternal Infinity.
Into the eternal infinity and back to this passing little room of mine, perhaps. Special care is now
required, because the very microscope is part of its own subject of study, as you and I and all the
others who did and will.
every day
pairing a candle
to its shadows
So the eternal infinity is emptied, little by little, by the mental microscope, as mind and brain
saturate and stretch to the limit. And then it comes to pass that one is no longer the other any
longer. Time and space mingle inexorably into an infinitesimal self-point. The mental microscope
is all over even though it's over.

.....
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Part 7: Sunday, The Final Encore.
The surface of a mirror is never even, but we never notice it. That is why we didn't realize that the
mighty mental microscope was all along not a microscope at all, but simply a magnifying mirror.
We looked at it and it was only ourselves that we were looking at.
see saw . . .
passing time
as clock
Though many swear to others that there is nothing else but oneself, I go even further and assert
that there is nothing else but solitary magnifying mirrors. Just as ourselves, they have defects,
but never perceive it.

L. Costa, Brazil
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Waiting Room
I search for myself between the tic and the tac of
the pendulum which announces that the train is never
late and that one might have missed it. This room of
mine, this silent waiting room of a bygone station.
in the corner
an empty cobweb
the long wait
The emptiness of the benches is clear: the train is gone.
At the destination, an even more deserted station awaits.
The world sleeps . . .
Outside, a cricket awakes.

L. Costa, Brazil
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A Little Serenade in Onyx / The Tiger at The Door
A Little Serenade in Onyx
Jane, I brought this onyx box from my recent trip to Antikythera.
I bought it from an anxious man who owned an odd cave, said to be
very profound and ancient. He lived in a nearby hut and wore a
linen tunic. I would like to give this box to you as a sign of friendship.
It is locked, and I don't have the key. But it is beautifully handcrafted,
so I guess you could use it as paper weight for your tanka in the windy
nights.

Hmmm. Will I have to dust it?
Yes, because of the glaring surface. But, perhaps you shouldn't.
The night I bought the box, when I brought it to my hotel room, at
once I started dusting it with the velvet tissue that came with my
glasses. As I proceeded, I heard sounds of flute of the syrinx type.
The next thing I remember was awakening upside down at a corner
of the room. So, dust it at your own risk...

Dreams? Good dreams? Out of a box dreams?
musical box
from the same cylinder
another final encore
It still resonates in my head as a kind of dreamt labyrinth.
Its notes sound as our words, while our words sound as the flute.

Your gift has brought us into the same dream! Last night was a
shakuhachi concert at Sue’s house. Riley Lee was up for the
weekend. Got lots of haiku.
between his lips
the wooden flute
sings
Hope you didn't end all upside down. You know, written words are
like small musical boxes without locks. Once opened, you feel a
click and find things inside, which will vary according to one's desire.
Perhaps the old Greek box I gave you is in fact a word in disguise.
If we could only open it...
between her fingers
the sound of water sings
through many leaps

I can see inside the box! There we are!
at home
the now visible heart
of wood and stone
__________
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The Tiger at The Door

Okay Luciano, I want to give you a gift, but I have no idea
what you need or even like. What could I give you that you want?
That's only too kind of you, Jane. I like so many things, especially
those that people think I don't need. Another day I bought an
orange trombone, to play along the desert dunes. Now I long
for some invisible ink, to write verses that only birds can read.

I have thought so long and hard about what to give you that I
came up with two gifts. Do you want the first one or the second one?
I want the second one first, lest not the last be lost at the least.
in waves so came the gifts
packed as figs

I want to give you the book that is in you. That one forming from
the lost minutes of your sunshine. What title would you put to
this gift? Figs?
Ah, Jane. The book that is in me... I've been trying reading
from it, but its pages slip through my fingers. When I read along
its lines, the paper goes thinner and thinner, confounding the words
with what is outside. The unbound book of lost sunshine that you
found is not only mine, but of many. So the title should be not
a word, but a budding hyacinth.
the sole night flower
even more mysterious
ensuing sunshine

Hyacinths – a stalk of figs! Now we know why Kierkegaard said
life must be understood backwards, but lived forwards.
Sometimes we live in circles. The gardens of my youth... they
used to have circular paths around ponds and fountains. I ran to
exhaustion through those courses, as an uroboros plunges into
infinity. Today I know better and meet eternity in the perpetuated
transience of dew and blossom.
a statue of chalk . . .
under the pounding rain
the long stair of marble . . .
going nowhere either

Great idea, Luciano! A circular book, One with no beginning and
no end. I can see it already. Held together with rings naturally.
a fallen tree
the river returns
to itself
Rings, yes -- but no cover, preface, or index either. Moreover,
the number of pages changes because some are torn away by gusts
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as others come in overnight. Many pages are blank as snow.
A few pages are all blue. I prefer those kaleidoscope-like: diverse,
contrasting, never repeating themselves as the book is turned upside
down and downside up.
hide and seek
I am inside the book
quiet as a worm
as the book is inside me
loud as a trumpet

L. Costa, Brazil
Jane Reichhold, USA
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Memorial Day / The Cusp of Sleep
Memorial Day

We go walking quite early this morning, my friend and I, the day promising unusual heat and
humidity for Memorial Day. We walk along the edge of the two-lane highway, already busy with
cars heading to the nearby ocean beaches, families happily anticipating a day of surf and sand.
faint sounds
of a marching band—
long ago parades
The dead squirrel is still on the sidewalk, its remains transformed by a week of weather to a mat
of fur on the macadam, so dried out that even flies are no longer interested.
Then we come upon a baby opossum, newly killed, no sign of blood or impact on its perfect
body, its snout a shining point of light, its fur stirring in the faint breeze, each silver shaft
glistening. We swerve around it, she to the left, I to the right, as if it were a boulder in the stream
of our passing.
What to do, I wonder. How can I just leave it there, nose aimed toward whatever afterlife
opossums journey toward. And where is its mother? Is she searching for it in the tangled snarl
along the banks of the Great Egg Harbor River?
in these photos
our hands shape wet sand—
how many castles?
But we continue on to the local deli, buy iced coffees, then turn toward home, choosing a
different route in the rising heat—the ball field where we dodge droppings of Canada geese on
the clover-blossomed grass.
I write this for you, husband, remembering that today would have been both your father’s birthday
and our thirtieth anniversary. Today, we two would have walked out together, honoring the dead,
affirming the living.
You might have stooped to look more closely at the possum, perhaps probed the roadside weeds
to find a stick or two, then raised its corpse to toss it over the low and crumbling concrete wall of
the bridge into the river, its arcing reflection joining those of gulls that circled above the sluggish
black water, its body startling a turtle sunning itself on a mud flat.
You might have done that while I watched your still strong arms begin to sweat in the morning
sun.
blooming deep
beneath the boundary hedge—
white violets
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The Cusp of Sleep

antique hourglass—
sand still trickling through
the brittle neck
Some nights, my late husband could close his eyes and see a kaleidoscope of images flying by
behind his eyelids. He’d narrate this movie to me, its colors swirling so fast he almost couldn’t
keep up with them as they flowed into one another like spilled paint. Or he’d describe strange
places he’d never been, in this life anyway, as they bloomed, brief and luminous, before fading
like ghosts as others rushed in to replace them.
I couldn’t do that, though I tried. I saw whatever I conjured up, in those moments on the cusp of
sleep, in my mind’s eye—an evocative name for whatever in our brain does that thing.
A year before he died, he decided to use computer graphics to reproduce one persistent image
he felt he had to capture, labored over it several days and nights until he’d gotten it just right—
then, happy with what he’d achieved, printed it on heavy photo paper and carried it downtown to
the art store to be framed in plain black metal. He brought it home to hang above his desk.
exploring red
the child finger-paints
on butcher paper
Against a black background of deep space, floated an oval galaxy of blue, green, aqua, rose and
rust—reminiscent of those photos from the edge of the known universe—and centering this egg,
a black spider-like creature stretched eight segmented legs and curling antennae in perfect
geometric relation to the transparent oval of its thorax, which gathered a cloud of light from its
brilliant galactic web.
After he died, I wondered whether that spider had spun its web to try to catch and kill the hungry
tumor in the center of his chest—an alien that some months later carried him out there among
the stars. Or whether that spider was the tumor.
I still have his creation, couldn’t give it away to the thrift store, or toss it into the dumpster that
caught so much of what I got rid of before my move to a much smaller space. Here, I’ve buried it
face-down on a shelf in my bedroom closet. I don’t need to see it to remember that oval riddle,
that egg-shaped web whose strands of light reach out each night to haunt me in the dark.
lunar eclipse—
winter constellations brighten
in this shadow

Penny Harter, USA
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A Super’s Job
Could an entire chicken carcass fit down a tenant’s toilet? What damage could a wheelchair do to
a tarpaper roof, when flung from a height of fifteen stories above? Why do these and other similar
questions always arise at three in the morning? I don’t know, but you can ask my husband.
clouds at dusk
the caretaker’s children
call up from below

Michele L. Harvey, USA
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Choices

They tell me my dad has less than six months to live. I didn’t believe it at first. I do now. They say
cancer is eating away at his lungs. They say there is nothing we can do about it. So he entered
hospice. Some days are good days. This is one of them. “Look at all these octogenarians,” Dad
says. “We’re the only young ones here, kiddo.” I smile. “That’s right Dad,” I say. Dad is an
octogenarian. Almost a nonagenarian. I had to Google that word yesterday, along with
“centenarian” and “supercentenarian”. There is a supercentenarian here. She lives in the room
across the hall from Dad’s. The waiter hands us each a menu. This also makes me smile. There
are only two entrées to choose from today. There are always only two entrées to choose from.
Yesterday we both had the beef bourguignon. Today we must decide between trout meunière
and BBQ spare ribs. We both study the menu long and hard, discussing the relative merits of
each. In the end, it is a split decision. Dad goes for the ribs, I the trout. It could just as easily have
gone the other way.

winter beach—
weighing a seashell
in the palm of my hand

Cara Holman, USA
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Cowgirl
On the night we met at a cobweb and corpse museum hidden in the fast flashes of a red white
and blue King Of Beers sign hypnotically buzzing and casting its black neon spell through the fly
peppered window of the Alberto & Sons Funeral Parlor also known as Al ‘s Palomino Corral fifty
seven miles north of Hope fifty – three miles southwest of Lordsburg and two hundred light years
inside an ancient forest teeming with fools thought fossils and petrified scars ,
Cowgirl jingled I jangled Cowgirl spangled I dangled Cowgirl mingled I wrangled when Cowgirl
tingled we tangoed and tangled two drops of moonlight braided into morning ‘s gold sun spray
a seamless incandescent silk thread riding the wind far from the clamor of the Buzzard’s sharp
beak the Diamondback's cruel eyes and the Rooster’s rude red wake up call ,
She rode me hip to hip eye to eye lip to lip and sigh to sigh in the warped pink essence of
a cactus blossom painting the sun caked walls of Taos Pueblo delirious purple all the way up
to the turquoise and cloud serape wrapped around the serrated peaks of the Sangre De Cristo
Mountains two falling stars falling into two rising stars barely burning but clearly visible above
her liquid fields of off white light ,
Galloping down the trail to Durango Cowgirl pulled back on my reins so electric I flashed a
happily fractured slash of lightning crackling from the death frosted flats of San Angelo to
the snow draped peaks due north of Truckee I reigned and rained in a valley where one drop
brought to birth two spindly Ponderosa Pines ,
Seven shots of Bourbon down the sunset slope of eternity at the Carlton Hotel in San Francisco
before a backdrop of onyx wallpaper Cowgirl looked me over up under inside sideways down
and
out whispering “ Ok Mister Paladin Have Gun Will Travel groom me with your mare mate before
my trigger fingers freeze Mister God Of The Gunslingers Hey Boy draw me unwind me and
launch
me laughing a quivering Venus coming home , “ her dripping lips four lariats ablaze ,
Cowgirl guided me through a sandstorm of starlight ten Saguaros dew south of Tucson she fed
me
two plates of Pink Funnel Lily three cups of blue agave nectar and fifteen round twenty
dimensional
sugar cubes singing every day on a steep trail rising to Hell via Jackson Hole “ My pretty Pinto ‘s
longer than the Rio Grande and stronger that a Union Pacific locomotive , “
Under a trestle on the sunrise side of the Moffat Tunnel Cowgirl showed up in black leather
splendor the Perpetual Queen And Conductor Of All Things Crooked The Holy Mother Of The
Outlawed Nation Of Imagination The Original Valentine Vixen Of Virgins cradling my Winchester
half hidden in the stones between the tracks at dusk Cowgirl stuck that ice cold barrel between
my clattering ribs and handed me this note . . . . . Ok Master Cowpoke you got two choices here
you got two ways to go . . . . . NOW either stick it in or stick ‘ em up NOW . . . . . Her laughter
crackling coast to coast and across every rail and telegraph line from Panama City to Rapid City
,
We pulled into Deadwood under a rainbow halo of red gold orange and yellow hardwoods
circling
Paha Sapa’s stony face Cowgirl booked room eighteen at Calamity Kate’s Aces High Hide Away
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then hitched me to her hitching post with two sin felt spaghetti straps and three muddy bottles of
backwash whiskey under a sky filled with topaz smoke signals drifting through the vast white
space
of her third eye settling down on Buffalo Ridge twenty minutes before Cowgirl ‘s late summer
thirst
melted me into a delirious river that she swam and drank into dust again and again and again ,
Naked in a ten thousand acre bedroom behind a pole barn above a ribbon of the Powder River
on
our run to the rodeo Cowgirl popped this clown ‘s ten gallon hat with one whisk of her chamois
soft mouth she sipped real slow and chased me with seven short slugs of Iguana Slide Mescal
followed by eight cans of Lone Star Beer luminous at noon in the gleam of her teeth ,
I watched Cowgirl ‘s sauntering beauty haunt me bouncing bareback into Custer . . . . .
Oh To Be Her Blanket !
Oh To Be Her Saddle ! !
Oh To Be Her Bedroll ! ! !
Oh To Be Her Wild Mustang ! ! ! ! I WAS ! ! ! ! ! And when we called it quits an hour after
our dinner bells rang Cowgirl cooed “ Up against your white hot city slick Serrano Wild Bill ‘s
Hickcock ain ‘t much more than a skinny strand of limp pink twine , “
At the Calgary Stampede Cowgirl threw me off in three seconds flat with a clap and a kiss of
her tambourine spurs Cowgirl wrestled me down rolled me over roped me whipped my old road
faded dusty denim ass scrubbed me into a sparkle whistled winked and promised “ Round two
tonight room twelve at Shotgun Jack ‘s Ok Corral Motor Lodge , “ Which is exactly where . . . .
Cowgirl ‘s tell tale tall tail always began . . . . . “ I met him in the guts of a blizzard at the
Canyon Tavern down in Denver he was playing Faro and he was drunk he was always drunk
but who could blame him ? The poor man rippled like a breeze blown bed sheet when he
coughed and he coughed fifty – nine seconds a minute . . . “
Cowgirl’s recollection was on the money and we was both spooked that night at the Canyon
go figure the odds on that kind of thing coming around hell I didn’t know if she was still
breathing and she told me she would’ve bet every stolen dollar in a politician’s pocket that
someone had enough of my ill temper and shot me home to my heaven in hell ,
Before that night at the Canyon the last time we kept company was way back when we
rode each other bareback for two weeks up at the Calgary Stampede and I thought for sure
she’d ride on once the blizzard blew into Kansas ,
Well I was more wrong than Ike Clanton was the day we had that trouble down there in
Arizona Cowgirl fed me my Laudanum drops fixed my food cleaned the place and she lit
the wick that turned my cane into a rocket that stretched my smile from Colfax Avenue
to stars that shine unseen by man ,
I shouldn’t have been surprised though the first time we met in Taos Cowgirl confessed
“ Mister Holliday I’m gonna tell ya before you walk through the barn door to milk the
cows when I see bad guys in black hats Top Hats red hats Derby’s white hats Stetsons
maroon hats or Detroit Tiger baseball caps turned backward the clouds get thick the rain
pours down my levee breaks and I flow faster than a Colorado flash flood ,
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And when we swam that flood unwrapped in Grand Junction beneath her dusty socks
under her brittle chaps jeans shirt smile mask Colt and the thousands we snatched
from that bank in Bandera and beneath her legend glowing in the prairie moonlight
there was just me basking alone in the sweet light of the Cowgirl’s sun shaded
peach scented skin

Torrential Rain
Shining In My High Beams
The Sheriff ‘s Silver Star

Ed Markowski, United States
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Stargazer
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Ed Markowski, United States

Ed Markowski, United States
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Fremont, NC
When she visits her grandmother,
the child sweeps the concrete walk
in front of the house.
This is her job and she likes it.
The street is lined with tall oak trees.
Gnarled roots have risen up
over many years and cracked the walk.
The child sweeps in a slow, careful rhythm
back and forth, back and forth.

front porch swing
great aunt miriam
sets. . .the. . .pace

Fonda Bell Miller, USA
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Inheritance
tea service, spoons with initials,
wind chimes on the side porch,
the diamond for charity,
light on the river near her home,
and over it all, someone
turns away on a silver dime
into another dimension
window crystal
every facet
shimmering

Fonda Bell Miller, USA
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LIFE SENTENCES:
A series in 15 parts

Dry
TV's not up to much—I google Peter Sutcliffe for a half hour or so. The second-hand two-cup
peculator gurgles from the kitchen. My cats sleep through it as they do most days. I chew my pills
and wash them down with a gulp of coffee, lie back and wait for it to pass.
this thirst
that came with the rain
lingers long
after the wind blows
the pavement dry

Gear
My bedsit, in the cultural quarter, has everything I need.
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I unfold the tin foil wrap and carefully empty the grey-brown powder into my spoon with a pinch of
citric. Spraying clean water from my syringe in decreasing circles—leaving none of the gear
untouched. I place the spoon over a

candle and cook up, drop in half a cigarette filter, and dig the pin in, drawing up the hot liquid . . .
the dark red cloud as I find a vein . . .
pull—push
the sweetest of lemons
on my breath

2 am
Next to my bed there's a red button I can press and within minutes a psychiatric nurse will be at
my door. I fell asleep at 11 but woke to the sound of footsteps in the corridor. If I push the button I
might get Librium, then again I might not, it's a gamble; I mean who wants to be greeted with an
“Oh, you again” when you can't stop these thoughts spinning, working their magic on an already
confused mind. Getting clean is not easy despite all the tabloid shit about wastes of space,
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drinkers, druggies and the like; that's who I am, I will never change. But 50 mg might get me
through the night. I take a shower, read for a bit. No use, just cold sweat running down the back
of my neck.
I push the button.
deep sleep—
my wrist scar

Someone
Take me out and shoot me in the back of the head. The council will clean up the blood.
light
at 5am
the bin wagon
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Toilet roll and lager
The shop opens at 8am. I'm there buying a packet of toilet rolls and a can of lager—neither
embarrasses me.
she tells my age
by the rings round my eyes
first spring day

&&
I work the night with my hands over the cliff's edge-a-ram bleats about rising^sea levels out
a.cross in green*neon lightens the load of my guilt=demands through the letter box me into a
corner shop selling up the River Trent TM
my cigarette {
half full {
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my glass {}
} of wine }
half smoked

When
It's when the bus rounds this bend on Coevordenweg my heart sinks as I think of the grotty little
flat we shared when you were still my wife and we were unhappy together rather than apart.
T-shirt
and cut-off jeans
summer rain

Crack and ashes
She touches my face and I reach for the diazepam. I want to lick her cunt.
I was good at that— sensitive, you know—I may have even made her cum—but you’re never
sure—now there’s vermouth . . .
full of ash
my crack pipe
is full of ash
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Sleepless in Slagharen
Over the last few weeks, days and nights have developed a picture of you and me out of control
and you a slave to your emotions waning over the last few weeks, days and nights.

I take off my wedding ring and toss it into a bowl of small change.
Hera . . . I can read the sky

Brendan Slater, The Netherlands
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My
wrath and spittle
a seed
lost to the night

On the back seat creeping forward.
Brendan Slater, The Netherlands
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Linked Forms: Editor's Philosophy

My ethos as renga/renku/linked verse form editor is to remember that they are collaborative poetry, even solo
pieces, because we must not forget the reader, our public. All poetry should involve the reader, should invoke the
reader, otherwise, like a rudderless boat, there is a readerless poem.

I feel that the reader, who did not have the good fortune to be present at either a live renga/renku party, or at
least present on an online process of creating this collaborative renga, must be wooed like a lover.

The basic criteria for me and others as editors are the obvious ones that an editor looks for in any creative writing
form, as well as the obvious criteria for renga/renku and other haikai linking forms, so I needn’t repeat what is
easily found elsewhere on the net.

What I am looking for in conjunction with this, is that the reader who was not present at the creation of the linked
form should now feel included. I can’t emphasise this strongly enough.

I am both a reader and an editor when something is submitted to me. I am not just the close reader, the forensic
editor, gauging the mechanics, but as a reader wanting to be excited as a reader first, and then as an editor.

What is the difference? I can only speak for myself that I look for something that grabs me, is contemporary, yet
with a nod to the past. That I am included in, as Joe or Jo Reader, and where I can go and visit what lies between
and underneath the writing itself, not if I know or recognise the authors.

The wider audience will not know all or any of these authors, and so the writing must invite them in, and then of
course they will look for those authors again. But foremost, above all, they will want to come back for the writing
itself, whoever the authors may be, as Notes from the Gean introduces haikai literature and tanka to a wider
audience.

____________

Alan Summers
Linked Forms Editor
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A Break of the Rainy Season

a break of the rainy season
wind path
filled with light /KS

mirrored here and there
white water lilies /EY

with a pair of new wings
a girl jumps and leaps
in a dress /YU

toy locomotive stopped
after the third circuit /TT

knock, knock
the moon-lit liquor store
to buy more /TT

playing the festival flute,
autumn, I long to see her /EY

this time he shall find
the ultimate expression
and confess love /YU

iced rivers of North Korea
the abduction case so slow to move /YU
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a loud speaker announces
the close of the zoo,
I see elephant's ears /EY

a freeter* aiming
to become a novelist /KS

blossoms go around
the foot of the mountain
an obi of dreams /YU

butterflies rest too
on the noon time farm /TT

Shisan A Break of the Rainy Season
At Shinjuku gyo-en, started and completed on June 13, 2004.
Led by Kikuyo Sugiura with Eiko Yachimoto; Tateshi Tsukamoto and Yoshiko Uchiyama.

* a part-timer who chooses to take casual jobs avoiding full-time commitment

Sabaki Report
We spent one day outdoor in a spacious park in Shinjuku, Tokyo. It was a brilliant summer day. Mrs. Uchiyama's
daughter who got married with an English man happened to be staying at her mom's with toddler children.

Our conversation became merrier than usual. The sun was still high when they announced they were closing the
park. Standing up, we began to walk so slowly to the exit BAREFOOT on the shiny grass!

Later in a café we enjoyed polishing our English verses. My dream is to share the joy of renku collaboration with
poets around the world. (Kikuyo Sugiura)
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PAINTED EYES

sunset
a great egret flies
out of the blush /fg

Egyptian goslings
squabble in the shallows /mp

the village idiot
has a staring contest
with an ostrich /pwm

the third porcelain duck
askew in a permanent dive /rcm

a parachutist
and migrating cranes
cross the moon /fg

ribbons of starlings
out of the stubble field /pwm
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on their iced-up pool
rock-hopper penguins
slide towards lunch /mp

Big Bird's rubber smile
resplendent in yellow /rcm

as we stroke each other
in all the right places
coos echo down the chimney /mp

his phoenix portrait vibrates
above the bed /fg

a bird stands
with Lascaux mammoths
and snorting aurochs /pwm

I am "Comfortably Numb"
and light as a feather /rcm

from the moonlit snow
settling at the palace
robin song /mp

alpine skiers
don't see the owl /pwm

cockatoos
screeching as they tear
into stringy barks /rcm

such unlikely pals
the basenji and its guinea hen /fg
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a superb fairy wren
flitters in and out
of plum blossom /rcm

the flapping pelican drops
its branch in the bay /pwm

ever alert
the bombardier beetle
blasts a bobwhite /fg

whistling wigeons
up-end the afternoon /mp

we finish our siesta
slowly now as only
a condor watches /pwm

why did he propose
during a Road Runner cartoon? /fg

love birds camping
in cool satin sheets
close to the abyss /rcm

on first-light breeze
the hover of a kestrel /mp

bushfire sparks
on a shearwater egg
ready to hatch /rcm

the movie marquee features
"My Little Chickadee" /pwm

among a large bevy
an outraged mute swan
belies its name /mp
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bands just the right fit
for the orphaned quetzal's legs /fg

racing the moon
on a midnight ride
in my '56 Thunderbird /pwm

a waxwing inspects berries
over the tortoise burrow /fg

amongst fallen leaves
a helmet with painted eyes
still scaring a magpie /rcm

the blackbird's beak
arrows in for a worm /mp

this peacock
spreads its tail
into a rainbow /fg

bullfinches nibble
an apple tree's buds /mp

the thrasher
kicks a path through
lemon petals /pwm

a kookaburra laughs
at the Festival of Kites /rcm

A summer kasen renku by Ferris Gilli (USA);
Matthew Paul, (U.K); Paul W. MacNeil (USA);
and Ron C. Moss (Tasmania, Australia)

Postcript by Paul W. MacNeil
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With the team of players Ron Moss, Ferris Gilli, Matthew Paul and myself, we have in 2010 and 2011 written
three "themed" renku. Of course this is contrary to all tradition and definition of renku (haikai no renga). Renku
(and renga before it) has no narrative, nothing holding all the stanzas together except the basic premises that
define renku: they will have all 4 seasons and love (adult human love); begin with a cut, seasonal haiku; show
some different aspects of "moon" and "blossom" in a traditional way of Japanese poetics; alternate from shorter
to slightly longer verses; and be made up of verses composed by individual writers (players) yet flow from one to
the subsequent in a way that links the two. Then, paying heed to the absence of narrative, the next verse will be
very different from the first of the previous pair and enter topic areas not otherwise contained. As a team, we
operated quite strictly that no key words and no basic subjects were treated more than once, save notions of
moon and blossom.

And yet we have chosen to include some mention of a bird in each stanza of the kasen (36 stanzas or verses).
This is violative of things renku! We maintain that this hybrid result is a conservative renku. We attempted to
observe all of the above traditions save a certain type of narrative.

As the late Shinku Fukuda-sensei observed of renku, variety is king; variety in all things in a renku. He especially
referred to the third verse of a grouping as the leap-over verse, the epitome of variety and non-repetition. He
called this The Golden Rule.

This group of renku writers has tried to observe all these things and still refer to some type of bird, real or
fictional, in each verse and to also show a different aspect of "birdness" as often as possible. A few mention the
sound of a bird, others flight, parts of the bird (legs, wings, eyes, bill, etc.), how they feed, how they use
camouflage, how they attract a mate, how they nest, several depictions in different art media, and reference to
mythological birds as well. Naturally we did not repeat any species of bird. We hope, if you read through again,
this variety will also amuse you. And yet . . . each stanza fits in the renku framework of season/non-season,
human love, humor and pathos, beautiful and not.

We are not the first to write themed renku. I am not pleading for others to copy this technique, and our intention is
not to establish a "school" of renku in English. I just hope that we all who are familiar with tradition as guideline
and, dare I say, "rules," will see that stretching is possible while showing a fealty to what has gone before for so
many centuries. We all had a great deal of fun, and I hope it shows.
The Sound of One Garter — A spring nijuin renku

Introduction

As we four partners discussed writing a themed renku, we discovered a gang of our alter egos, characters who
lived in an era of hard fightin', hard ridin', and hard livin'; folks who drank with, danced with, and tipped their hats
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to the heroes and villains who did their fair share of carving the history of the American West. For the duration of
the renku's development, we joined The Big Country Gang, letting our newfound characters do the writing.

Ferris Gilli (Miss Belle), Ron Moss (TD Blind Dog), Paul MacNeil (Quick Draw MacNeil), and Matthew Paul (The
Kid)

mb: Miss Belle
tdbd: TD Blind Dog
qdm: Quick Draw MacNeil
tk: The Kid

camp talk
the range greening up
early this year /mb

long riders spread out
under the thunderhead /tdbd

drums stop
when Sitting Bull
stands /qdm

flattened in the bunkhouse,
we sleep off the hooch /tk

the snow-covered
wagon fort
in a rising moon /tdbd

on this short day, the Clantons
surrounded by a posse /mb

before the shoot-out
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the Marshal takes a look
at a tintype of his wife /tk

finally the schoolmarm
gets to the altar /qdm

with all my gold spent
the sound of one garter
s n a p p i n g /tdbd

sand and a minnow washed
from the dented pan /mb

at midsummer dusk
the big pot of beans
cools on embers /tk

branding iron in hand
she protests that acrid odor /mb

above the Faro table
the oil-lamp chandeliers
guttering /qdm

he spits tobacco juice
and hits a fallen Acacia leaf /tdbd

by a hunter's moon
the sidewinder's venom
stills its prey /tk

dense fog . . . all
but the tops of twin buttes /qdm
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the deep, rounded sag
right in the middle
of a fat man's hammock /mb

my peacemaker's hammer
strikes an empty chamber /tdbd

night after night
bats pollinate
saguaro blossoms /qdm

a corner of Boot Hill
echoes with frog song /tk
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56 WORDS BETWEEN US

departure hall
nothing changes
but the faces

waiting for you
I touch up my make-up

empty platform
the sunset fires
a graffiti heart

so many letters...
in the garden I look for
your voice timbre

a steady knock at the door
frantic thumping in the chest

night gale
I put the finished romance
among fairy tales

Rafal Zabratynski / Magdalena Banaszkiewicz: Poland
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two free verse rens

Summer Sonnet

bright colors
bleed into the gutters
heavy showers /jb
batter azaleas
pummel dogwoods

broken sunbeams
begin to filter
through trees /sd
draw leaves from buds
blades of grass from seed

black snake
crawls from his hole
stretches in the sun /jb
clouds scatter
across a midday sky

water rushes
through rivulets
winds past reeds /sd
as the forest rights itself
the first summer storm
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squirrels dig
for treasure while robins
listen for worms /jb
in the loamy soil
every vibration a clue /sd

Exposed

yesterday's city
Rikuzentakata
today a landfill /jb
birds hover
silently

swallowed
by a tsunami
water stagnates /sd
photo of an old man
floats on the surface

snow falls lightly
covers debris
thin but clean blanket /jb
far from warm
hinders progress

pockets of life
depict
the human spirit /sd
father and son search the waste
for any piece of home

woman sweeps her floor
not much of a shop
with no walls /jb
the inside is outside
borders erased /sd
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Stacey Dye USA
Jean Brausseaur USA

time and tide

hello children
I was once. . .
here's a photo

handsome boy
yes, you may kiss
but you kiss a corpse

and that doll
you play house with. . .
you'll see!

show you
show you the passing years?
listen:

the tides roll in
and the
tides roll out. . .
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Solo senryu/haiku sequence series by Al Fogel, USA

Mingled Fragrances

twinflower
she walks down the aisle
with her fathers /wd

the mingled fragrances
of churros and lokshen soup /fg

a ten-leg race*
to reach Grandmommy
rainboots and slickers /wd

warming by the fire
he learns *happy New Year*
in another language /fg

the children ask for silencio, por favor!
to start their puppet show /wd

conference call
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cousins from three continents
discuss fair trade /fg

rengay:
Wende DuFlon (Guatemala) and Ferris Gilli (USA)

Nano

Nano! Nano!
no sight of my pet dragon morning dew

only mackerel clouds
fleeing nowhere

crescent moon
atop the newly built mosque
brightly shines

bare feet sunk
deep in the carpet

before the fight
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the wrestler cracks
his knuckles

just wanna bite him
here... there...

no need to be alarmed
this whip may mean that she
enjoys horse riding

all this time Casanova was
in the duchess's carriage

hidden behind
the branches of an old yew tree
the cuckoo call

a sudden rain stirs up
the duckweeds in the pond

awaken from the dream
I remember nothing but
mermaids' hair

high school reunion
name badges scattered on the table

"No, no,
on that date you shouldn't sign!"
insists the fortune teller

not too far off a flock of ravens
thrashing in the snow

an open tomb
at the neglected cemetery
filled with cold moonlight
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back in 5 - a note
in the butcher's window

one by one
Armada ships enter
the harbour

spring winds blow away
all fears of the past

so timidly
blooming for the first time
my cherry stone

long day - outside
the maternity ward

An autumn nijuin by Vladislav Vassiliev and
Valeria Simonova-Cecon

5 Yotsumono

calls of toads-yotsumono-spring

wild daffodils:
their scent joins us
down to the dale / RL

mating call of the toad
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the lake waves softly / HS

in front of Kaunas' town hall
the bride waits
lonely / RL

Et maintenant...
moonlight fills the rocky cirque / HS

shimmer of the air-yotsumono-summer

Saimaa*
in midnight's red
shipping the oars / HS

above the sunflower field
shimmering air / RL

crosses
in file ...
trains roar on / HS

grocery store:
Opening a door to childhood / RL

* lake in Finland

wind in the hair-yotsumono-autumn
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tsukimi …
enveloped
in mother’s shoulder scarf / RL

wind passes through the fair hair
of barley / HS

with shadows of noise
behind glass facades
dancing dreams / RL

garbage dumps fuming-the family picks plastics / HS

winter moon-yotsumono-winter

black ice
hardly passable
the philosopher's path / HS

the winter wheels
balanced once again / RL

in the souk
mint tea freshly brewed
a white caterpillar / HS

moonlit
Ground Zero / RL

turn of the year-yotsumono-New Year
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to the North Cape,
far away from all fireworks
colors of the sky / RL

under the crescent
a salt caravan / HS

preparing vegetables
grandma's low voice:
Peel flimsy … / RL

wind's roaming
over snowy fields / HS

Ramona Linke, Germany; Helga Stania, Switzerland
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Hypnogogic Impressions

The bloody-bull drops
to its knees in the sandat five in the afternoon

Brown-shirted men shoot
the singer of loveat five in the afternoon
A boar’s head
on a round table
13 empty chairs

In the museum medieval armor a piercing
pain

In April rain
we begin a pilgrimage
to choose a t.v.

Through a peep-hole
in a prison cell
I watch every move

A thought forgotten the woods remembered

Can you place the sky
into a box
And nail it shut

freed from words forrest is what

A haiku series by Jack Galmitz, USA
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Two renray

Ephemera

updraft
mid-summer cloudburst
I re-light my cigar

smokescreens
the wind changes direction

ephemera-this day's remains
a red stain

power outage
thirteen birthday candles

waxing in time
our love

cricket song
a flame burns low
in the hurricane lamp

on a moth's wing
a tale

Perseids-an all night rain
so say my bones
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A renray by Ray French, Terri French, Susan Nelson Myers, and Curtis Dunlap (USA) n.b. poems appearing in the same order).

a renray

3a
2b
3c
2d
2a
3b
2c
3d

Just a little back ground information about a renray: Terri French and Ray French were in town last weekend. They stayed at Susan's house. I live
two blocks away. We wanted to do a collaborative poem but, with four, a rengay was out of the question. I sat down and developed the stanza
(line count) for a renray. Ray started the renray. I suggested that we call our poem a renray in honor of ray (plus it was a fun play on words with
rengay).

http://tobaccoroadpoet.blogspot.com/2011/08/renray.html

Blue Ridge Harmonies
easing into the day...
a dab of apple butter
on a biscuit
cd
mist settles
into the orchard
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yesterday's phantoms
cloister
in morning shadows

snm

loggia
autumn winds take respite

tf

mountain music
grandpa blows into a jug

cd

rocking chair creaks
on the porch's
uneven boards
ac
a spider tats
another row
corn husks tossed
into the campfire
strains of kumbaya

snm

tf

Commentary about Blue Ridge Harmonies by the poets:

easing into the day...
a dab of apple butter
on a biscuit

Curtis Dunlap: My opening poem "easing into the day..." was workshopped with friends. I really have no special reason for choosing that poem to
start the renray other than thinking it would be a nice way for us all to "ease" into the spirit of having fun writing a collaborative poem.

mist settles
into the orchard
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Aubrie Cox: The phrase "apple butter" really caught my attention in Curtis' hokku. I wanted to continue on that idea as well as the "easing into"
part of it, but also wanted to nudge the poem out of the house/kitchen as I imagined this taking. So looking at the idea of "apple butter," I tried to
continue the mood and senses while taking everyone into a new direction. Not only is the person in the hokku easing into the day, but also the rest
of the world.

yesterday's phantoms
cloister
in morning shadows

Susan Nelson Myers: My response to Aubrie's first lines were immediate and sensory-loaded. I could both feel and hear the mist settling. Her
orchard setting evoked an aroma of loamy soil which I associate with life's riches and fresh beginnings. As always happens when reading poetry, I

let Aubrie take me on a trip and found myself in the shadowed corners of that orchard where the earth's scent is strongest - in recesses still damp
and unexposed to the new day. To further develop the mystical sense of place, I wrote of phantoms...beings which I imagine cannot survive day's
full light...perhaps things best left behind.

loggia
autumn winds take respite

Terri Hale French: In the verse previous to my first one, the word "cloister" really stood out to me, which got me thinking about nuns and monks
and abbeys and monasteries. I like the word "loggia." A loggia is a building whose sides are open so the wind is able to sweep through. It is also a
room for lounging, so I thought it a good place for the wind to take a break!

mountain music
grandpa blows into a jug

Curtis Dunlap: Terri's "loggia" poem inspired my "mountain music" poem. I wanted to link to her "autumn winds" and bring something auditory in
a musical sense to the poem. I also wanted a unique "wind" instrument. I'd originally written "cider jug", which would also link to the the first verse
but, after some discussion with my fellow poets, I decided to drop "cider", thinking that it could be implied with just the word "jug". Cider is often
made in the "autumn".

rocking chair creaks
on the porch's
uneven boards

Aubrie Cox: While I wouldn't say Curtis is an easy act to follow, he always provides wonderful links to go off of—in both cases I never feel lacking
of elements to link. Immediately, I thought of an old man sitting out on the porch of his cabin somewhere in the Appalachia, rocking away and
blowing into his cider jug. Since there was no rocking chair, or porch, mentioned before, I really wanted to add it to the picture, while still giving
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Susan something that could move the renray forward. I also wanted to carry the music just a little further with the creaking of the boards, which is
both mundane and rhythmic.

a spider tats
another row

Susan Nelson Myers: Just the way my mind works...Aubrie's creaky, uneven floor boards sent me to ground again. (I do tend to scratch the
underbellies in life. ) I immediately thought of the spider under that floor board, and if it's autumn? that spider's weaving her little heart out to
grandpa's jug tune.

corn husks tossed
into the campfire
strains of kumbaya

Terri Hale French: Susan's last verse with the spider tatting another row had me thinking of rows of corn. The entire piece seems set in Autumn,
which got me thinking of dried corn husks which are excellent to get a fire going. And what is a campfire without Kumbaya? Yes, my mind works
rather curiously!

Curtis Dunlap concludes: "Renray should be entirely improvisational. Like jazz musicians, poets should write/improvise poems based on or
inspired by the preceding poem or the entire piece as a whole. Let the theme develop and have fun!"
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Entwined In Ivy: A rokku

Side 1

swinging bridge
lives are entwined
in ivy vines / Basho au

in the chill of dusk
a line of pilgrims pass / Rohini au

two close stars
above the crescent moon
make a smiley face / Kathy au mn

up or down
makes no difference to the 'roach /Willie ns

sawing through
that old dead laurel
how sweet the smell of sap! /Norman ns
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crystal rocks catch the sun
in the paddy fields / Rohini su rk

Side 2

"hey girls
get a load of this!" says she
flashing her Claddagh /Kathy ns lv

...... the turf fire
is slowly going out /Bat lv

before dawn
the rabbit in a tree
eyeing withered fields /Willie wi

just seen in icy sludge
a tiny white paw /Mary wi

the car ahead
in the wrong lane signalling
with one hand /Rohini ns

from north to south
propelled by solar power /Bat ns

Side 3

in steampunk city a sad lost thing struggles to survive / Kathy ns gendai film/lit

online bullying a universal trait / Bat ns gendai modern social/technolgical

where's summer over the internet in a global world? / Rohini su gendai modern social/technological

an old replicant consults the saijiki / Valeria ns gendai lit
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pink plum blossoms stain the mouth of lucy the new cloned lamb/ Kathy sp bl gendai science

from the moon misty dawn over the blue edge / Rohini sp mn gendai science

Side 4
tipping point time –
no stone left unturned
for a magic cure / Bat ns [rock]

old apothecary scales
slowly balance /Kathy ns
stranded …
a hundred determined turtles
cross the tarmac /Bat ns

at least a mile high
the dust cloud approaches /Mary [su]

cameras pan in
on the royal couple’s
farewell kiss /Bat [ns lv]

You millions, I embrace you.
This love's for all! /Tom [ns lv]

Side 5

the fight between
brothers for the vast
family estate / Rohini [ns]

stags roar from the moonlit glade
somewhere below / Tom [au mn]
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antler fungi cling
to those soggy branches
by the stream /Bat [au]

hurry up poohstick,
the water is rising /Kathy [n/s]

apricot petals
softly fall as a butterfly
takes off /Bat [sp bl]

in the quiet dawn
spring's eternal song / Rohini [sp]

Basho, Willie, Kathy, Norman, Mary, Bat, Rohini, Valeria, and Tomislav.

Sabaki Report
Kathy Earsman is a cyberpoet from Australia. She's an ex-RN, Wildlife Carer, widow of the poet Peter Earsman,
mother to their three boys and grandmother to five children.

Happening upon Norman Darlington's Facebook site 'Haikai No Renga,' a couple of years ago, she became
addicted to renku and was a founding member of The Renku Place, from which this poem was written.

Online renku can lack the immediacy of 'in the flesh' group compositions, so we made this one 'rapid fire.' The
first suitable verse offered was accepted, and we moved on, creating a new thread for each verse. The poem
overall was displayed along with links to information integral to the composition. New verses were posted by our
intrepid Moderators.

As sabaki, I chose the Rokku form, invented by Haku Asanuma because of its flexibility. It embraces change in
the inclusion of 'Rock' as a new concept, and a separate folio for 'experimental prosody.'

Gendai was relatively new to us; there's a lot of interest and we really weren't sure how to write it, or even what it
is. Our exporations here have pleased us, though we're (I'm) still not sure if they are 'correct' or not.

I hope you enjoy it as much as we did.
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Kathy Earsman

United We Stand

united we stand
a well of loneliness
never again

loud voices carry
from the rookery
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the ayes have it
after a second count
in the chamber

twice your luck
when the gavel falls

Lot 45, sold
for a bargain
at the auction!

fixated by the sheen of oil
on a cherub’s cheek

beds are burning
long after the fire
has been drenched

an old flame returns,
and yet….

eradication of all
that was wrong
in their era

a gay bishop thanks
her flock at vespers

overjoyous
now the jolly climb
is over

the hills are alive
swarming with birds and bees

Solo ‘New Junicho’
Barbara A Taylor, Australia
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Shadows Flutter

shadows flutter
on the white facade –
a yellow butterfly
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blue tits' open beaks
peeping from the crevice

all together
now, one-two-three
happy birthday to yooouu...

a bedridden geezer flirting
with the pretty nurse

moonbeams spotlight
a plumeria bloom
on her left ear

those studded jewels
that spice our society

Side 2 (ha)

one peacock dances
for the attention of
a peahen flock

tanned raybanned surfer dudes
eyeing, studiedly, the swell

feel him kicking?
she asks between spoons
of peanut butter

a pack of useless condoms
lit by the night-lamp

pure terror
at her husband's key
in the hall door
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writhing vipers hiss
between a dragon’s breath

the peaceful voices
from each voice
at St. George chapel

an old gravestone shrouded
beneath fallen leaves

crossing the bridge
my horse steps into
the moon river

swirling bubbly, whites
then the reds at the wine fest

Side 3 (kyû)

two stubborn drunks
each telling the other
he's too drunk to drive

sprinkled blood shines
on the hunters’ icy tracks

with trepidation
she orders Sepia stewed
in its own ink

mama, mama look!
Nathan's playing in the mud
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over the dirt
the whole world is veiled
with cherry blossoms

as spring heads to an end
kites lift off

~~~

A Spring Triparshva written online at The Renku Group,
March to July 2010
Nathan (Sabaki), Moira Richards, Barbara A Taylor,
Origa, Mary White,
Tom Maretic
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Wisteria Blossoms
wisteria blossoms . . .
the sounds of children
playing in the mud
into the sky-blue sky
a skylark carries its song
from rocky headlands
she waves to
the distant contrail
a spider spins her web
in the neon's flicker
in and out
a cow butts around
the market yard
two women surely
more than just friends
sisters of the cloth
salute the rainbow flag
at the protest
pumpkins tumble
along a crowded footpath
why am I
always lonely
in the glaring moon
an old oak tree
missing from the park
bedazzled by
that frosted necklace
edging the stump
shape-shifting, a light breeze
brushes across the loch

A junicho renku composed on the net, April 10th to
27th May 2011.
Don Baird - USA – Verses 1, 4, 8, 10 & 12
Barbara A. Taylor - Australia – Verses 3, 7, 9 & 11
Kala Ramesh (sabaki) - India - verses 2, 4 & 5
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Notes from the Gean / SURF Aberdeen, Ginko
(haiku nature walk)
Samurai Gala Day, 10.30am, 17th September 2011
As part of Aberdeen's celebrations for Thomas Blake Glover; "The Scottish Samurai" Notes
from the Gean, in conjunction with the SURF Aberdeen Project, led a Ginko (haiku nature
walk), which was open to the public, from St Machar Cathedral through Seaton Park along the
Don River and on to the Brig O' Balgownie and then proceeded through the Nature Reserve
to the Murchar (Don Estuary).
The walk, which was lead by Colin Stewart Jones, took around 2.5 hours and was well
attended by people of various age groups. We then proceeded to the Gordon Highlander's
Barracks where, after some refreshments, Alan Summers, Notes from the Gean; Linked
Forms Editor, lead a renga workshop were we composed a poem compiled from images
gathered on the ginko and we then performed the finished work in one of the demonstration
tents.
Gean Tree Press' commitment to education in haikai areas at a grass roots level was the
genius for the idea for a ginko, and we are grateful to the SURF Aberdeen Project for helping
to facilitate this. Many of the walkers expressed the wish for further walks, perhaps one for
each of the seasons, and Colin Stewart Jones has been invited to take part in an Adult
Literacy Programme, conducted by Aberdeen City Council.
While most of the photographs, from the ginko, show the beauty of the natural environment
contained within the City of Aberdeen, we have also included some urban scenes of debris in
the River Don etc, to highlight how important the SURF Aberdeen Project is. More information
can be found on the SURF ABERDEEN Project below:
SURF ABERDEEN PROJECT OUTLINE
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SURF Aberdeen is a project that aims to improve the quality of the 'River Don corridor'. We
are bringing people and information together to collectively plan & manage open spaces along
this corridor. We hope to help deliver real long-term environmental, community and economic
benefits to the area.
Aberdeen's 'River Don Corridor' is made up of the River Don and surrounding open spaces,
from 'Sea to 'Shire'. It's has vibrant communities; wonderful open spaces; fantastic industrial
heritage; and inspiring wildlife. However, in places it also has disjointed access; poor
maintenance; loss of wildlife; and loss of heritage.
We want to understand how communities identify with the Don and surrounding spaces, to
understand what is there now and how it could be improved. We are also considering how the
major developments along the Don may change the area, exploring ways of linking them into
existing open spaces to bring benefits for people and wildlife.
The project is in two key parts. In the first part we have been working with communities to
develop an outline plan for the open spaces across the area. In the second part we aim to
identify and deliver a selection of on-the-ground improvements.
Ways to get involved
The success of this project rests on the involvement of communities, including businesses,
land owners and developers. There's many ways to get involved - as a part of our group, by
joining the online conversation, or contacting us directly.
'River Don Communities Network' – a project network for representatives of local groups and
organisations. We meet at several key stages throughout the project.
Facebook group - River Don : SURF Aberdeen – the place for online conversation where
anyone can join in and make connections, share memories and ideas or report any 'on the
ground' issues.
Contact us directly to ask questions, make suggestions or find out how to get involved at a
more practical level.
Project Team
Sinclair Laing
Project Manager – SURF Aberdeen
silaing@aberdeencity.gov.uk
01224 522 793
Stephen Bly
Woodlands Community Ranger
stephenbly@aberdeencity.gov.uk
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Ginko Route Map
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for Paul:
great mountain . . .
the poet's words echo
the artist's brush
Colin Stewart Jones
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Sabaki Report
The sabaki, also called a sōshō, is the coordinator of an ichiza: he or she is responsible for
the completion of a renga. The most experienced of the renju (renku/renga poet) should be
the sōshō to keep the renga moving along, and keep it interesting.
As a renga is collaborative poetry, it is important that there be enough people to participate for
a renga group, called an ichiza: the sōshō is the one to select each verse, but we kept things
very democratic for this event.
For our Notes from the Gean renku session - renku is the term most often applied since
Matsuo Bashō (1644 – 1694) - I selected the Shisan renku which follows the recognised
sequence of seasons, while other renga or renku follow in a different order for traditionally
Japanese poetic reasons.
The Shisan renku (invented by Kaoru Kubota in the 1970's) is twelve verses, and I’ve found
when leading various live renga parties that it can be completed in around 90 minutes.
Although the appeal of renga/renku started to diminish when the American and European
style of poetry became more popular in Japan from the 1860s onwards, where a single poet
writes the entire poem on their own, it has again grown in popularity both in Japan, and
various countries outside Japan.
People, whether poets or other creative writers, or people new to creative writing, have
discovered that renga is first of all, great fun, as well as an effective ice-breaker, and really
gets their brains ticking over in new ways. I personally feel that a sabaki should not just keep
the renku verses flowing, but support the unique friendly, good-natured, and intimate
atmosphere at all times.
Our group, which contained quite a few people new to haiku and renku, were always
fascinated, and involved, and full of good-humour, so my duty as a sabaki was an easy and
enjoyable one throughout.
When Colin and myself discussed how we would have our first live Notes from the Gean
event we wanted to have as much fun as possible, combined with the focused and traditional
aspects of Japanese haikai experience (haikai is now used as an umbrella term for haiku and
renku etc…).
We decided we must include a ginko which is a traditional Japanese walk, where taking notes
or composing haiku happens, and this is where the Haiku Journal notebook (supplied by With
Words) comes into its own as a sturdy fieldbook for jotting down nature/natural history
observations.
But we wanted more for our participants! So not only did we organise a ginko, and a relaxed
haiku workshop at the end, but included the famous Japanese renku party as well. The
participants were worth all the hard work behind the scenes, and we all found it a rewarding
experience full of memories.
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Renku is a great way to record the day, and not only is it a way to gather images along the
walk, but acts as a reminder of other interesting and amusing incidents we all experienced.
Our participants will be able to recall so many more experiences through the day on reading
back the verses.
The way I run a live renku session aka party is that we are all equal, regardless of experience.
I’m simply there to guide, and also keep an eye on the time. Renku is very addictive because
it can be so inclusive and where we can learn from each other in a friendly relaxed
environment.
Many of the individual verses were collaborative in themselves, as I caught comments or
snatches of discussion from around the group. This is the fun part, because renku is not a
writing exercise alone, it’s the banter between the participants, and how we zing ideas off
each other, and tweak verses as equal participants.
Because renku has the most complex rules of any game, written or otherwise, we kept things
simple, so the sheer enjoyment of the day, and of the renku session was not dampened.
Which reminds me that we were very lucky to have perfect weather during the whole day, as
Aberdeen suffered unseasonable rainfall for that time of year!
As we were in the season of Autumn it was great to start with a moon verse, as moon
automatically suggests Autumn within haiku and renku genres.

All the participants in the renku are joint authors of this piece whether by writing or verbally
suggesting verses, or changes to verses.
Hokku is the starting verse of a renku, and also became a collectable verse in its own right,
evolving into the standalone poem we now know as haiku.
The schema aka list of topics for each verse:
1st verse is a hokku and includes the moon.
2nd verse suggests Autumn.
3rd verse has no season.
4th verse has no season.
5th verse suggests something about Winter.
6th verse has no season.
7th verse has no season.
8th verse suggests Spring.
9th verse suggests Spring, and can mention flowers or blossoms.
10th verse has no season and is about love.
11th verse can be about Summer love.
12th verse wraps up the renku.
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These were simply guidelines and we’ve adapted them as we went along. Each verse should
somehow link back, but only to the previous verse alone, with no obvious logical connection,
and also move the renku forward so we don’t become stuck on a particular subject. I think we
managed to keep things as fresh and vivid as possible.
I hope you enjoy reading the renku now!
Alan
Sabaki
Surfing Along The Don

full moon
tonight,
or was it last week?

Jurassic bracken
beckons a closer look

it’s still now
the shutter closes
on the heron’s shadow

“Down,
all the way down!”

“that reminds me
I’ve got to take the chicken
out of the freezer”

a rusty fence
the shopping trolley in the river

serendipity
is
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a fortunate coincidence

Love in the Mist
somewhere between
nature and combat

a lover’s padlock
on Brig O’ Balgownie

church bells
I pin a Bachelor’s Button
to his chest

räkeln
the seals on a tidal island

Glossary:
Love in the mist: Alternative name for the plant nigella.
Love padlocks (or Love Locks): A custom by which padlocks are fixed to a fence, gate, bridge
or similar public fixture by sweethearts to symbolize their everlasting love.
Brig: Scots for bridge.
Batchelor’s buttons: One of many flowers which have button like flowers or heads.
Räkeln: A specific German word for stretching and wriggling at the same time, to shake off
sleep.

upturned tree
layers of webs
in the spider's home
Gwyn Hughes
drifting timber
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the birds
zwitschern
Yvonne Stephan
*zwitchern is the German word for "tweeting"

grey heron haiga

A brief incursion

St Machar's Cathedral
we decide if it’s a puddock
or a toad
starting the ginko
the Wych elm leaves
cast a spell on me

from ear to ear
the grimaces of fitness groups
Seaton Park
the red-shirted man
babysits and texts
the initials
on beech trees
I bite into the tang
of wood-sorrel
and think of my wife
matching greens
the can of Carlsberg lager
in the undergrowth
a lone pepsi cap
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on the bench
the River Don in spate
small print
the off-duty postman photographs
all the baby snails
Brig O’ Balgownie
I’m tempted to pick the lock
of the love padlock
The Murchar
I see sailing ships morph
into supply boats
the heron’s shadow
has a mind of its own
we joke about stillness
sandflats
the seals seal the deal
thoughts of so long ago

*puddock is the Scots word for a frog
Alan Summers

softening footsteps . . .
the sound of the river
before the river
Colin Stewart Jones

Notes from the Gean would like to thank SURF Aberdeen for facilitating this event, all who
took part in the ginko and Lesley Cruickshank, Ron Bird and Andy Coventry for allowing us to
use their photographs
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first frost : a haiku by Peggy Willis Lyles
Commentary by Jim Sullivan, USA
Sometimes a haiku can slip past you without much of a reaction. It may seem right
and then it fades into the background. I found that initially with first frost written by
Peggy Willis Lyles, but I came back for a second and third reading. Actually, I came
back for many readings. Here is the haiku and then some comments.
first frost . . .
on a silver card tray
wild persimmons
There are several themes in this haiku that center on inclusion and integration. First
frost is the initial image. I believe the reason for the word first is to suggest that it is
new and maybe unexpected. It catches the writer off-guard. Wow, look at that
frost, a large field of silver. The season turns colder and the “first” frost is an
invitation to come in and revisit its beauty. The second image echoing the first is a
silver card tray which suggests welcome, come in, leave your card, and join the
party. Both images, one outside and one inside, are flat fields of silver that induce
the reader to enter.
When I first read this haiku, I had a question of why persimmons, why not peaches
or pears? Then I did something that may not be standard protocol for haiku
commentary. I googled persimmons. I wanted to make sure I knew what a
persimmon was and whether it was indigenous to the southeast states where Peggy
lived. It is and I found this amazing line in Wikipedia: “Folklore states that frost is
required to make it edible…” I think now we see why persimmons are perfect.
Another view of this haiku is from the vantage point of two paintings. There is the
landscape painting of the frosted outdoors (in a haiku there are very few words to
suggest a landscape, most is left to the reader) and the still life of the silver card tray
with persimmons. Two paintings integrated into one short poem. This painting
view is there in the words of the poem, but admittedly a bit faint. However, this view
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is strengthened if the reader knows that Peggy Willis Lyles was also a painter. She
seems to be trying to integrate her two artistic passions into one quiet haiku. The
persimmons clearly belong to both worlds – the natural world outside and the manmade world inside. The reader can see the persimmons on both silver trays - they
actually unify the two images.
For Peggy to say all this with only nine words is truly amazing.
______________________________
To Hear the Rain, Peggy Willis Lyles.
Brooks Books
3720 N. Woodridge Drive
Decatur, Illinois 62526
ISBN: 1-929820-03-8
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passing the jug : a haiku by Jim Kacien
commentary by Don Baird, USA

passing
the
jug –
the
warmth
of
many
hands

This haiku, written by Jim Kacian, was placed into a wonderful piece of art to
complete a haiga; it was on display at the Oregon Haiku Wall event, June,
2011. And though it became an integral part of a haiga, for me, it continues to stand
alone magnificently. I read it for the first time (in haiga form) just a few days ago at
the HNA conference (Aug. 3rd-7th,2011). It struck me then; it strikes me today.
Such a tradition it is – passing a jug of “wild-rye” around the room of a group of
friends. Wild Turkey and Jim Beam are two of the most popular “friend makers” and
it wouldn’t surprise me that Jim had one or the other on mind or even “in hand”. The
atmosphere of this poem attracted me immediately.
Of course, along with the jug, there are jokes, stories, laughter and possibly a few
exaggerations. A fireplace might be nearby or possibly the clank of a few glasses
accompanied by the cracking sound of balls in a game of eight-ball. Minimally, there
is “warmth” amongst friends and good times. The general feeling of the haiku is
togetherness – where folks are sharing more than just a jug of rye. The “warmth of
many hands” reveals how tight-knitted the folks are in their sharing.
This poem has depth, warmth, family, friends, sharing and a general feeling of wellbeing. These are the characteristics that immediately attracted me to the poem. It’s
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a poem of feeling, not mere words. I believe that feeling is the truth of this poem;
and, Jim’s words are chosen well to recreate that feeling for the reader.

(haiku/haiga – Jim Kacian)
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used book store : a haiku by John Stevenson
commentary by Peter Newton, USA

used book store
the creaking stairway
to poetry
John Stevenson: Upstate Dim Sum 2011. 1
What keeps me coming back to this poem. Several things. Some of which I don't
know if I can articulate. And that in itself is another reason to return to a poem. It
evokes a feeling you can't help but have. A strong poem has a gravitational force all
its own. A pull that draws the
attention to its inner truth. Here, in Stevenson’s "used book store" he captures the
journey of discovering the section marked Poetry that is upstairs out of the way, on a
second floor or in a attic where we keep what we don't want to forget, what is
precious to us, what is part of our past. And a poem about poetry in this context can't
help but speak to each poet who ever walked down the narrow, jam-packed old
school aisles of a used book store. For all those who have ever sought refuge in the
alcoves and window seats where we've plopped ourselves down for a quick visit with
some old words. There is musicality in the few creaking steps heard within the
middle of this poem. Again, pointing to the same truth. Poetry is a part of us, our
inner workings. . .one feels the creaking bones of an old house, an old pair of knees.
Poetry is a home. A place to return to. A
well-worn path. A place we carry with us also. This is a store after all. And from it we
purchase and repurchase our used selves from which we create a whole life.
All this recreated scenery also plays off the contemporary backdrop of the big box
bookstore where poetry is minimal at best, often reduced to ankle-level and
consisting of best ofs and celebrity lyrics, etc. There is an authenticity in Stevenson's
poem that speaks to the simple power of words.
A most sincere thanks to its author.
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Haiga: The Artistic Process of Alexis Rotella
All we do here is invent games to pass the time. John O’Donohue, Anam Cara

I combine poetry (tanka and haiku) with mostly smart-phone photographs and art work such
as collage, touch drawings, free-hand art and mixed media. Most of my haiga are photos that I
doctor in various Android applications and I like to think they tell the story of my life–in other
words haiga as autobiography.

After years of expressing myself through written Japanese poetry forms, I needed to push the
envelope. I was intrigued by what was going on on sites such as Haiga on Line and Ink Sweat
and Tears and Jeanne Emrich’s haiga volumes piqued my interest in the form. I sent a
number of my soul drawings to Jeanne who was not particularly impressed but were later
embraced by Linda Papanicolau calling them “transformative.”

There is no set rule on how to do a haiga. Sometimes the photo sparks the poem, other times
it’s the other way around. If a poem comes, I may play with zen drawing and see if an image
appears that marries the haiku or tanka. I never know. Art to me is like a dream. Always a
surprise. Even when I come up with a drawing or painting, I often doctor it in one of my many
Android applications to create a certain mood. New possibilities emerge for artists in the
digital art arena and it would be silly not to take advantage of the times we’re living in.
Technology can either rule us or we can use it to our advantage and allow it to turn us into
better artists.

I’m not wedded to any one form or way of working. Making haiga, to me, is therapy and
therapy to me is play. I have a need to share what I do and although much of my work has
appeared in on-line exhibits, I’ve recently started posting my work on Facebook simply
because of the immediacy. If I’m excited about something I do, I really would rather not wait
three to six months to see it appear in a journal. By then the thrill is gone. I feel the same way
about my haiku, senryu and tanka. Every day I give away my micropoems on Twitter and my
work these days rarely sees the inside of a hard-copy journal.

I think it’s a mistake to criticize haiga artists who use photography as their main medium. Not
everyone can draw or they’re not ready to try their hand at drawing. Not everyone is a collage
artist. Some people don’t have time to collect bric a brac to explore mixed media – they’re too
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busy paying bills and getting through life. But if they can express themselves by adding words
to photos, I’m all for it. Needless to say, not everyone is going to create a masterpiece, but at
least they are engaged in a process and chances are their skills will improve with practice.
That’s what delete buttons are for – if you don’t like something, you don’t have to focus on it.
Move on–there will be something that strikes your fancy, something that may push you over
the edge to try something new in your own process.

I feel the Muse as a feminine force. She’s a constant companion who reinforces the idea that
my work is worth sharing with the world–I am her channel, the filter that she uses to get ideas
into form. Sometimes she feels like a stage mother making sure her daughter doesn’t waste
her talents. She’s a reminder that life does not go on forever–that seizing the moment and
sharing it is a history-making activity. Sometimes I see the Muse in a dream–I remember once
she was wearing coveralls, fertilizing an orchard while I swept out of my house thousands of
cherries that had turned into a mush. So happy she was for the cherry mush that she
rewarded me with an embroidered sheet from the old country and a check for $13 to boot!

My advice to the aspiring haiga artist is to know that a haiga doesn’t have to be this way or
that–there are haiga that contain a few lines in handwritten script which are sensitive and
lovely. But to lock the haiga process in a particular box is like freezing a magician in a vault.
My dander goes up when I hear that dreaded word “should.” I’ve heard so many times that
haiga should be written in one’s own calligraphy, haiga should not rely on computer fonts,
haiga should not use photography. Computers are a fact of life and it’s no longer necessary to
stand in front of a canvas and mix colors and make messes–working with Photoshop or smart
phone applications is clean, fun and challenging. Of course, there are those who take a quick
photo, slap a poem on it and call it “haiga.” But ask, does the art piece tell the truth? Does it
go deeper than the image captured? Does it stir a mood? Do the words deepen the photo or
detract from it? Bear in mind we all have our own filter through which we see the world and
care must be taken not to criticize someone’s efforts. Focus on what you like, period.

There’s too much back biting and criticism in the poetry/art field. The ego thinks it needs to get
attention by diminishing what someone else has created. When a book is written, or a piece of
art is made, that is a person’s precious harvest. In olden times, eggs would be buried in a
farmer’s potato field by a jealous neighbor–eggs would rot the potatoes, spoiling their
neighbor’s harvest.

I say, let’s send each other buckets of cherry mush so our haiga can flourish and grow beyond
anything that has been seen before. Let’s push each other as far as we can because time
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here is limited. I want to especially thank Linda Papanicolau for her kindness and her support–
she’s the one who encouraged me to go beyond where I was. We all need such a mentor in
our corner. And remember, editors are human–when I was an editor I rejected many
wonderful poems because I was operating through a certain filter that day or I wasn’t as in
tune as the artist. The creator of Harry Potter was rejected umpteen times and look at her
today! Don’t get stuck in someone else’s paradigm–keep moving and happy haiga journey.

Alexis Rotella
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Notes from the Gean is pleased to be able to reprint this essay first published in Wingbeats:

Wingbeats: Exercises & Practice in Poetry is an exciting collection from poets who teach both
in and outside academia. Fifty-eight poets in various stages of their careers have contributed
sixty-one exercises ranging from quick and simple to involved and multi-layered. In seven
chapters, ranging from "Springboards to Imagination" to "Chancing the Accidental" to
"Complicating the Poem," each exercise includes not only clear step-by-step instructions, but
numerous poems that exemplify the successful completion of the exercise. Wingbeats, edited
by Scott Wiggerman and David Meischen, includes exercises for working in pairs and/or
groups, for incorporating research and/or the Internet, for writing outdoors, for creating a
hands-on experience. Of course, traditional poetic techniques covering metaphor, persona,
forms, and revision are also included. Wingbeats is destined to become a standard
instructional book in every poet's library.
http://dosgatospress.org/wingbeats

Circling the Pine—Haibun and the Spiral Web
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One can pluck the web of one’s experience at any node,
and the whole thing vibrates.

For me, the basis of all poetry writing begins in synthesis—like Indra’s web. One can pluck the
web of one’s experience at any node, and the whole thing vibrates. A good poem connects
the thing perceived with the perceiver, as does a good haiku. Basho is reputed to have said,
“To write of the pine, go to the pine.” In a good haibun, we go to the pine—and then through
the haiku we follow the pine’s roots, or needles and cones as they fall——spiraling farther and
farther afield while still orbiting the pine—still linked to the original image.
In our book, The Haiku Handbook, my late husband, William J. Higginson, (Bill), reflects on
haibun written in the West:
Bringing the spareness of haiku poetry to prose gives us the best of autobiography and
familiar essay—the actions, events, people, places, and recollections of life lived—without
weighing them down with sentimentality, perhaps the greatest enemy of art and life. (221)
Along with the benefits of “bringing the spareness of haiku poetry to prose,” that Bill cites
above, the adding of haiku, themselves, to haibun prose feels akin to the experience of
linking in the communal poetry called renku. I've always enjoyed writing renku—a process that
requires one to come up with verses that turn a corner—“move away”—with respect to each
preceding verse, but still connect in mood, tone, image, or theme. In renku-writing, this is
often referred to as “link and shift.” If the haiku in a haibun work well, they both anchor the
piece and let it go. Or, they simultaneously frame it and break the frame, allowing the content
to spiral outward in ripples of association.
After having deliberately written a number of original haibun, I recently decided to experiment
with revising longer narrative poems and prose-poems into haibun. Hopefully, sharing my
process with you will encourage you to experiment in similar ways.
Revising a Narrative Poem Into a Haibun
When one takes a narrative poem and transforms it into a haibun, something quite different
happens to the original poem. A good poem may already reverberate in several directions,
ripple with associations. But recasting that poem into poetic prose and adding haiku open it up
even further—precisely because the haiku shift the focus enough that it becomes a different
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work. They expand upon the original perception. In the following two examples, you can see
how my original narrative poems changed when I translated them into haibun.
The poem “Driving Home,” reminisces about a drive through the hills of Pennsylvania while
coming home to New Jersey. Here is the original narrative poem:

Driving Home
We flash past a wreck at the road’s edge—
a motor-home cracked open as it smashed
into the guard-rail and fell on its side.
Furniture has spilled from its twisted ribs
like stuffing— a bed, a dresser, and a table
pitched into the weeds.
A man and woman sit beneath the trees
in lawn chairs, staring at debris and the
red and white strobes of police cars,
the recently arrived ambulance crew.
But this has become history, this story
dwindling behind us as the road unwinds
through mountains and night begins
to fill it, falling from these hills
like skeins of purple silk.
Earlier on a more local road, we’d slowed
to pass six stags arrayed in a meadow
like figures from a medieval frieze,
full-blown velvet racks upon their heads.
As we drew abreast of them, they turned
to run into the forest beyond, vanishing
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so quickly that they seemed a dream,
sacred stags sent to lead the hunt,
and faintly I heard horns on the wind
and the distant baying of hounds.
Behind the man and woman by the road
another woods begins, another dream,
and from those trees the branches bend
to pull them in so swiftly that they never
crashed at all, never sat in canvas chairs
beside the ruins of their home at that
random intersection with our lives—
though now we meet again.
In the following haibun version of the poem above, I found myself making changes in the
prose, particularly in the first and third paragraphs of the haibun vs. the first and fifth stanzas
of the poem.
For instance, I combined the first two stanzas of the poem into one prose paragraph, and in
the third stanza, I deleted some words and recast “staring at debris and the / red and white
strobes of police cars, / the recently arrived ambulance crew.” into a more straightforward
version of these lines.
Also in the haibun, I combined stanzas five and six of the poem, cutting as I did so. I found
myself wanting to combine verse stanzas here and there because the rhythms of the prose
seemed to demand that. The interspersed haiku are based on memories. They shift away
from the narrative, but connect in image, mood, and theme—especially the theme of time
passing.
Driving Home
We flash past a wreck at the road’s edge— a motor-home cracked open as it smashed into
the guard-rail and fell on its side. Furniture has spilled from its twisted ribs like stuffing—a bed,
a dresser, and a table pitched into the weeds. A man and woman sit beneath the roadside
trees in lawn chairs, illuminated by the red and white strobes of police cars and the recently
arrived ambulance crew.
storage unit—
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after your death, I discard
box after box
But this has become history, this story dwindling behind us as the road unwinds through
mountains, and night begins to fill it, falling from these hills like skeins of purple silk.
grandmother’s shawl—
sunset filters through
the frayed fabric
Earlier on a more local road, we’d slowed to pass six stags in a meadow. Poised like figures in
a medieval frieze, they bore full velvet racks on their heads. As we drew abreast of them, they
turned to run into the forest beyond, vanishing so quickly that they seemed a dream, sacred
stags sent to lead the hunt, and faintly I heard horns on the wind and the distant baying
of hounds.
she plucks feathers
from the just-killed hen—
blood in the sink
Behind the man and woman by the road, another woods begins, another dream, and from that
woods green branches bend to pull them in so swiftly that they never crashed at all, never sat
in canvas chairs beside the ruins of their home at that random intersection with our lives.
milkweed pods—still
spilling seeds into the sky
of my childhoo

The following is another example of the benefit gained when revising a free-verse poem into a
haibun. Even in what I considered its final draft, the original poem felt unfinished, lacking
enough “punch” to capture my experience.”
Estell Manor State Park
That gray day, wind soughed in the pines,
and oaks arced full over trails that faded
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into green or snaked into a density
of swamp and lichened trunks.
We walked a narrow road around
the wooded heart, wondering which trail
would claim us first until the wind
caught a dead limb and tossed it
down before us—the loud crack
fusing with its swift descent.
We said the usual things: what if
we’d been a few yards further along,
or a car had been there—then cautiously
pressed on, although we stopped
to drag the heavy branch aside
before we left the loop road for a trail
that led us deeper in.
Framing the poem in haiku gave me a chance to pick up on both the harsh shock of the limb
falling and the lingering fear in the wake of the experience.
Estell Manor State Park
turkey buzzard—
red beak into its own
black wing
That gray day, wind soughed in the pines, and oaks arced full over trails that faded into green
or snaked into a density of swamp and lichened trunks.
We walked a narrow road around the wooded heart, wondering which trail would claim us first
until the wind caught a dead limb and tossed that full weight down before us—the loud crack
fused with its swift descent.

We said the usual things: what if we’d been a few yards further along . . . or if a car . . . then
cautiously pressed on, although we stopped to drag the heavy branch aside before we left the
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loop road for a trail.
night thoughts—
my heartbeat quickens
in this dark
In first draft, this poem-turned-haibun included only the last haiku. However, a friend
suggested it needed something more at the beginning. I added the opening haiku because I
had seen that turkey buzzard in the park, and the irony of the fact that it usually sinks its red
beak into carrion struck me at the time. Thinking about how close my friend and I had come to
being seriously injured, or even killed, that harsh image seemed a fitting introduction to the
mood and content of the haibun. The closing haiku, although amplifying the earlier fear, can
also be a universal experience. We all have experienced those thoughts that can visit us in
the pre-dawn hours.
Turning a Prose-poem into a Haibun
The same reverberating circles of meaning can happen when haiku are added to a prosepoem. I wrote “Voices in the Rain” on a chilly November night, and “After the Blizzard” a few
hours after a fierce February blizzard had dumped several feet of snow on southern New
Jersey. Both piece began as prose-poems and then wanted that expansion that adding haiku
can offer.
Voices in the Rain
Thinned by running water, blown on a thawing wind, distant voices drift through bare
branches,waver like flickering stars. Between us and those galaxies, someone slams a
window. A dog barks. A faint train whistle rides the clouds, going somewhere. Riddles rise and
spill onto the blacktop in the parking lot out back. Mother has been dead five years.
antique store—
the doll carriage holds
costume jewelry
The haiku following “Voices in the Rain” echoes memories of visiting antique stores with my
mother, and shifts to her love of costume jewelry. For me, it reverberates with a kind of
nostalgia—the distance of time echoing the distance in the prose images of the haibun.
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After the Blizzard
They say when one is dying, one’s whole life runs through the mind, a kind of rapid transit
time-travel. But this can happen anytime. Having lost my husband, I stare out at drifting snow
while memories slip through my fingers like rosary beads.
back-yard clothesline—
diaper by diaper she grasps
the weathered pins
Now locks of all the hair I’ve ever cut are falling around me—snippets from the album of my
past. Baby bits my mother trimmed held traces of my first birthday cake. The full-length
strands my scalp lets go each day chart months of me. The two most recent inches held the
sad chemistry of a year ago. I watched a young girl sweep them away.
we count the rings
in a fallen tree trunk—
how green the lichen
Tonight, as deep snow presses against my windows, I remember slow-dancing, my head
leaning on my love’s shoulder, our arms wrapped around each other. I want to dance that way
again.
mating, the monarchs
seem one butterfly—
wings upon wings
(Frogpond 76)
As a prose-poem, “After the Blizzard” didn’t do enough to really capture my emotions that
bitter night. When I added the clothesline (remembering when my children were little), the
fallen tree trunk (and yes, we did count those rings), and the butterflies (an image from a
documentary), the poem really opened up to absorb my mix of feelings.
In the first haiku, grasping the weathered pins echoes the rosary beads. In the second, the
many rings echo the falling hair and left- behind years. The third haiku speaks for itself. As
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you can see from the above, combining haiku and prose makes haibun a very effective genre
for capturing deep emotion.
I encourage you to try taking narrative poems, or prose poems that you’re not sure work the
way you want them to, and explore the possibility of revising them into haibun. You may also
fall under haibun’s spell. It can be an exciting and rewarding process. And if you’d like to
share your results with me, I invite you to do so by contacting me at penhart@2hweb.net

For more information on the haibun, I encourage you to visit the following web sites:
contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages_all/haibundefinitions.html
http://www.themetpress.com/modernhaibunandtankaprose/masthead.html
http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/
www.redmoonpress.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Journey-Interior-American-Versions-Haibun/dp/0804831599
http://www.dailyhaiku.org/special-features/special-feature-5-modern-english-language-haibun
http://www.simplyhaiku.com/SHv7n1/haibun/introduction_haibun.html
http://haibuntoday.blogspot.com/2008/02/worth-saying-david-cobb-on-haibun.html
http://tobaccoroadpoet.com/haiku/haibun/haibun.html
http://hortensiaanderson.blogspot.com/ (Re: work by Hortensia Anderson)
http://www.haikumuse.com/html/publications.html#a_boys_seasons
(Re: work by Cor van den Heuvel)

And you can search “haibun” in any search engine and on various booksellers’ web sites. And
besides work by Hortensia Anderson and Cor van den Heuvel (linked above), there are many
other excellent individual collections in print, too numerous to mention here

Works Cited
Higginson, William J., Penny Harter. The Haiku Handbook: How to Write, Teach, and
Appreciate Haiku. Tokyo, New York, London: Kodansha International. 25th Anniversary
Edition, 2010.
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Harter, Penny. “Voices in the Rain.” Modern Haibun and Tanka Prose. Ed. Jeffrey Woodward.
Baltimore, Maryland: Modern English Tanka Press, Winter 2009. 128.
Harter, Penny. “After the Blizzard.” Frogpond. Volume 33, Number2, Spring-Summer 2010:
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Resources
You can search “haibun” in any search engine and on various booksellers’ web sites. For
more information on the haibun, I recommend the following anthologies. In addition, there are
many excellent individual collections of haibun in print, too numerous to mention here.
Modern Haibun and Tanka Prose. Ed. Jeffrey Woodward. Baltimore, Maryland: Modern
English Tanka Press, Issue 2, Winter 2009.
Modern Haibun and Tanka Prose. Ed. Jeffrey Woodward. Baltimore, Maryland: Modern
English Tanka Press, Issue 1, Summer 2009.
Journey to the Interior: American Versions of Haibun. Ed. Bruce Ross. Boston—Rutland,
Vermont—Tokyo. Charles E. Tuttle Co. Inc. , 1998.

And from Red Moon Press [http://www.redmoonpress.com/], various years, available for order
from their on-line catalog:
American Haibun & Haiga Volume 1: up against the window, edited by Jim Kacian and Bruce
Ross.
American Haibun & Haiga Volume 2: stone frog, edited by Jim Kacian and Bruce Ross.
American Haibun & Haiga Volume 3: summer dreams, edited by Jim Kacian, Bruce Ross and
Ken Jones.
Contemporary haibun Volume 4, edited by Jim Kacian, Bruce Ross and Ken Jones.
contemporary haibun Volume 5, edited by Jim Kacian, Bruce Ross and Ken Jones.
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contemporary haibun Volume 6, edited by Jim Kacian, Bruce Ross and Ken Jones.
contemporary haibun, Volume 7, edited by Jim Kacian, Bruce Ross, and Ken Jones.
contemporary haibun, Volume 8, edited by Jim Kacian, Bruce Ross, and Ken Jones.
contemporary haibun, Volume 9, edited by Jim Kacian, Bruce Ross, and Ken Jones.
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The Secrets of Renku – and You.
by John Carley

Just imagine the excitement: you find it sandwiched between X-ray Specs, Improve Your
Memory (never-forget-a-name-again), and an ad to join something called the
Rosicrucians (not a religious order). You clip the coupon, agonise daily until the postman
fears the worst, then at last, with a desperate urgency, tear open the plain brown
package. It’s in your hands, flimsy, but wonderful: The Secrets of Renku – and You!
Ok then, perhaps not. I am after all a renku enthusiast, and so prone to flights of fancy.
Perhaps you are a poet, tending to the serious, and you have no intention of shillyshallying with some rule-bound farrago of a topic that quite frankly is a waste of time.
Hmmn. You have a point. But if you’ll just give me a moment of your time you might find
that I do too. And I might be able to indicate ways in which renku can help tighten your
haiku.
Masaoka Shiki was right. By the 1890s haikai renga (the old name for renku) had
become a sclerotic literature with little to recommend it. Other than for a surfeit of cabals,
infighting, and random taboos odd enough to make an autistic flap. Like so much else in
Japanese society the young found it stifling and irrelevant. With his proposal of the
‘haiku’ Shiki hit the button. He was pushing at an open door.
But we do well to remember that Shiki’s approach was a hybrid of cultural sensitivities.
Many of the new tools in the Meiji machine shop were imported directly from the West.
And it is the way of the world that when some things are gained, others are inevitably
lost. Shiki wasn’t the first revolutionary to shake up a whole literature. One such was
Matsuo Basho.
Basho is sometimes called 'The Father of Haiku’ but this is pretty misleading at best. His
focus was less on the individual verse than on how it might appear in context. Either in
conjunction with prose and prose-poem elements, as in ‘haibun’. Or as part of an
alternating sequence of long and short verses - our plat du jour: ‘renku’. As most people
know he was so good at this that eventually he was made into a god.
But the first secret of renku is that Basho didn’t go round laying down the law. He knew
the rule books, and understood why people wrote them. But he also held that rules were
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for breaking. All the rigid imperatives attributed to Basho are no more than claims by this
or that follower. Basho was an artist who led by example, by persuasion, and personal
discourse. He talks of experimentation and moderation, of the permanent and the
changing, of the higher values bound up with the low. In conflicts Basho appealed not to
formalism but to artistry, honesty and truth.
The second secret of renku is that Basho liked a party. But didn’t blame everything on
the boogie. The idea that writing linked verse is just a pastime comes in part from the
early days of medieval renga (when it was indeed mainly a pastime) and the later
phenomenon of professional ‘Haikai Masters’ running sordid drinkathons dressed up as
something cultural. Basho was absolutely, fundamentally, totally committed to the
concept that linked verse could be sublime. Renku can be social, certainly (and go on
then: just a small one) but the fundamental drivers behind Japanese linked verse reside
in Buddhist notions of loss of ego, and the creative power of the group mind. For those
more comfortable with closer to home: think Charlie Parker riffing with Gillespie.
Which brings us to range. One of the things about working with other people is that they
have different takes on things. And it’s surely a feature of any group mind that it drags in
a whole lot of disparate stuff. At one level of course that risks being ‘garbage’. And at
another ‘less than pleasant’ or ‘challenging’. On the other hand perhaps we should
question why haiku sometimes doesn't seem to go to certain places.
Perhaps it is simply that solitary work inevitably involves self-selection. And, as 20th
century occidental verse has shown, this can easily lead to self obsession. In renku by
contrast one is driven to respond, both to novelty and to cycles of change. Some of our
choices are conditioned and coloured by our ever mysterious partners.
But there is an inner secret here, which, in the West in particular, a certain bossiness
has served to obscure, and it goes back to the whole issue of rules and to instinct
versus intellect. Basho’s greatest revolutionary act was to major on nioizuke, a relational
style which comes to us in English with the rather odd name of ‘scent linkage’. This is
not about precedent and formulae; it works on empathy, holism and scope. The truth:
only in clearly defined teaching situations should we analyse the innards of a link.
In scent linkage the overriding quality is not logic but feel. You enter into one partglimpsed universe and join it to another vibrant world. You will recognise this of course
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from haiku technique as the ideal of toriawase - juxtaposition. Of the two elements that
make up that word, most crucial is awase – which I'd probably give as 'matching’.
A defining quality of renku is that it goes forward. As verses join, the added one does not
just reinforce the other. One companion does not explain the other, or simply give its
setting. These are not puzzle solutions. Nor a ‘specific instance’ wryly playing off its
baldly stated ‘general state’. Still less is one phrase the unfortunate stooge – a set-up for
a weary old kigo. You might have read haiku theorists refer to the power of the ‘partially
complete’. In renku only the last verse of a sequence, ageku, closes out the rolling
changes. Renku linkage therefore tends to stay open – to admit of further possibility.
And because we are talking about a many headed author that encompass a multitude of
sins.
The conceptual range of how tightly links should synch is also a live issue in renku –
some being tight, whilst others are loose, or multi layered: axes vertical. All tenors and
tones are there to be employed; as with topics it’s a question of range. And, Wiki knows,
the diction is remarkably broad. It can sometimes get a little bit coarse.
But look, we’re friends now and you haven’t read all this way to be appalled at the mere
mention of a 'mud snail'. Any moment now we’ll get to the good bit – the dark and grimy
truth. First though, given that it’s just had a mention, let’s probe around the dreaded
‘season word’.
Kigo is made up of ki and go – ‘season’ and ‘word’. But it isn’t. Or wasn’t. A word that is.
Not when Basho was writing. The irony is that Basho’s revolution junked so many linked
verse must-do’s that the night-soil men and fishmongers we now call ‘academics’ had to
turn their attention elsewhere. The place they turned it to was seasonal reference, with
the inevitable result: ever bigger books of ever smaller gradations of how to do right from
wrong. By the time the great man had become mostly worm, the worms had learnt how
to coin new words. And money.
Now, renku makes use of sensitivity to season, as individual verse context, as part of
interlocking circular structures, and as a guarantor that all things natural tend to appear
at some stage. And a run of verses can build on subtle modulations of awareness of the
stages of a season. But it doesn’t do painting by numbers. And it doesn’t do Give-Us-aClue. So it doesn’t do Season Words, capital ‘s’, capital ‘w’, with all the blunderbuss
brutality of a mechanical tick-box on heat.
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Because that wouldn’t be poetry would it?
So far so reasonable. You probably think there’s nothing really shocking in anything I've
said. Which makes it high time to lift the sticky lid on the really dark secret of renku.
Renku… is made up… of more than one verse. Yes of course you know that. No, I don’t
think you’re stupid. But unless you’ve spent time writing renku, certain obvious effects
are no such thing.
We’ve already observed that renku is relational literature – an amazing array of ideas
and subjects brought to bear on each other (if it’s good). And we’ve also touched on how
scent linkage between verses is akin to the juxtapositions found within haiku. As a
consequence, when verses are chained together, we have to decide if each should carry
an internal ‘cut’ - (in Japanese a kire) - in addition to the suggestive space created by
the links between the verses themselves.
The text book answer is ‘No, not at all. Only the hokku, the first verse is haiku’. In other
words, the internal verses of a renku sequence are not put together in two parts.
If we’re thinking in terms of end-stopped lines, punctuation and a strong sense of turn
then that answer is no more and no less than as good as God’s own truth. Yet there are
more ways than heavy contrast to turn a verse’s content – up to including what feels like
run-on syntax. Renku majors on types of verse construction that involve much subtlety,
subterfuge and double vision. Skill with these less direct types of internal comparison
can be a boon when fed back into haiku.
But no, that’s not it either. Not the grubby secret. Take a deep breath then. Here it is.
Renku isn’t just the poetry of meaning; it is not just an assemblage of thoughts. The
relational tools that the poet uses go beyond the mere surface of the words.
After decades of mostly fruitless argument over issues of language and form, haiku in
English have fallen by default into a more-or-less three line, more-or-less free verse,
more-or-less anything goes. At one level this is perfectly reasonable. Everyone can cite
Santoka. And haiku are by very definition short verses which stand on their own. Who
cares about the number of lines, or syllables – if the poem seems to work, it works.
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But the Basho school of linked verse most certainly were and are concerned with form –
with the cadences of verses, the transitions between them, and the structure of
extended passages. The alternating pulse of long and short verses, the meshing of
metrical proportions, these are crucial tools that the poet can use to create a sense of
cogency. When used effectively the allegedly prime 'hard content' - the meaning - can
plumb ever greater depths. At word level too relational techniques are used to boost
expressive power. The writer using this phonic glue to emote, and bind the reader in.
This isn’t the place to start prognosticating on precise matters of form, on accentual
patterns, or on how much assonance and alliteration it takes before a verse becomes
'poetic'. But it is the place to point out that, when it comes to writing renku, the poet has
to develop a sensitivity to issues that can otherwise get more or less ignored. In renku
you have to listen, and you have to respond, at the level of the whole poem, with your
best artistic judgment.
So there you have it: aesthetic values, the shared psyche, scope, linkage, structure,
diction, and an overall insight into form. These are things which a feel for renku can
bring to your practice of haiku.
If I was really as glib as I sound, I'd claim renku as the senior art - heir to some gnomic
purity that modern haiku has lost. But that it is rubbish. Basho, as much as Shiki, was a
universalist – every bit as prepared to draw on the future as to hark back to the past.
Whilst the little green men have yet to be published the genre has at least gone global.
Anyone, anywhere, can write renku. It's your heritage - check it out.
John Carley is a renku poet and translator from Rossendale, England. He is author of the website Renku Reckoner,
dealing with all aspects of renku form and technique: www.renkureckoner.co.uk
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An Interview with Penny Harter
by Colin Stewart Jones

Photo courtesy Michael Dylan Welch

Colin: Hello Penny, and welcome to the pages of Notes from the Gean. Your awards and
accomplishments are many: you are a poet and writer of fiction and an editor, a former president of
the Haiku Society of America, a writer in residence, a poetry workshop leader and a professional
educator. From your answers to Curtis Dunlap’s ‘Three Questions’ on his Blogging Along Tobacco
Road site, I see that you believe poetry is an act of seeing first and foremost—a position I fully agree
with. Your résumé also shows a strong commitment to enabling young people to develop their poetic
potential. Therefore, my first question for you is; do you have to teach children to ‘see’ or is it natural
for them and if you do have to teach them to see how do you go about it so that they get that ‘click in
the gut’.

Penny: Hi Colin. Thank you for your kind words about my awards and accomplishments—and for
looking back at my answers on Curtis Dunlap's blog. Regarding your question about whether we have
to teach children to "see" or whether it's natural for them:
I think children naturally "see". I remember as a young child spending hours lying on my stomach in
the grass watching the activity of an ant hill, or hollowing out snow from under an ice crust so I could
look up at the sky through it. And more . . . . What has to be emphasized, I think, is affirming with
children of all ages how wonderful it is to see that way . . . to take the time to really see what's around
us on this old planet, both in the natural world and the lives of those who share it with us—all the
creatures, including ourselves.
One of the challenges today with respect to children (and all of us) and seeing is that more and more
they are seeing a virtual world. Both my grandkids are playing games on the wii, glued to their DSL or
i-pads, tv, etc. And particularly in urban and suburban areas, parents are less often willing to let their
children roam freely, as I was able to do day after day in the woods of my childhood. This is
understandable, given our increasing media-driven knowledge of predatory behavior focused on
children (don't know whether it's also a geometrically increasing incidence of predatory behavior), but
because of both our technology and heightened concern, we pay a price.
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When I go into the schools, I talk with the kids about the role of technology / media taking time away
from seeing the real world. I then read them lots of haiku and/or nature poems, some by kids, some
by adults—and I do this from primary grades up. We stop and talk about several, about what we saw
in our imaginations as we heard these, and then I ask what they've seen in real life that relates to any
of the ones I've read. We go from there. I do point out that we notice things because they are different
from usual, startle us because they are very beautiful—or disturbing, or connect two things in new
ways.
But I also say that even the most ordinary thing can become revelatory if we spend enough time with
it, really looking at it, touching it, listening to it—using all our senses appropriate to the experience. I
sometimes bring in a basket of all kinds of natural objects, have the kids blindly reach in and choose
one, and then spend time exploring it before writing. They can just describe it, or pretend it is
something else—but always using sensory images. I guess the bottom line is that if I share how I
"see" with them, they catch it – absorb it unconsciously, get it by osmosis. And of course, many of
them are already there, or have been there when younger, and just need to be reminded that they
can still see the world that way.

An example I sometimes use is my poem "Tulip" from my book Turtle Blessing (La Alameda Press,
1998):

Tulip
I watched its first green push
through bare dirt, where the builders
had dropped boards, shingles, plaster—
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killing everything.
I could not recall what grew there,
what returned each spring,
but the leaves looked tulip,
and one morning it arrived,
a scarlet slash against the aluminum siding.
Mornings, on the way to my car,
I bow to the still bell
of its closed petals; evenings
it greets me, light ringing
at the end of my driveway.
Sometimes I kneel
to stare into the yellow throat,
count the black tongues,
stroke the firm red mouth.
It opens and closes my days.
It has made me weak with love,
this god I didn't know I needed.

Or, any number of haiku. Here are some of mine, all previously published:

evening rain—
I braid my hair
into the dark

For the above, I ask them what the difference in the feeling and meaning of the poem would be if I'd
written "in the dark" instead of "into the dark." They "get" it. Here are a few more I've used:

do I gather peonies
or do they gather me—
the summer garden

all night
against my window’s frost
rose thorns

migrating butterflies
cover the names—
war memorial
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Colin: Thank you for that gentle reminder that we should keep trying to experience the world with a
child-like fascination. It reminds me of the George Bernard Shaw quote “We don’t stop playing
because we grow old; we grow old because we stop playing.” My spies tell me your haibun workshop
at the recent Haiku Society of America conference went down a storm. So I suppose a natural
question to follow up with is how do you go about teaching adults and if you were starting out again,
as a writer of haibun, what would you have hoped to have learned, early on, from a workshop?

Penny: I love that Shaw quote. So true! With adults, the first step is to share some of my own haibun
and talk about the circumstances of my writing them—emphasizing that the subjects can be totally
varied. I also stress, with examples, that not only can the subjects be varied, but also the lengths of a
haibun vary, from one or a couple of sentences to a page, and from including one haiku to several—
either framing the piece or interspersed between the prose paragraphs. And I point out that the
haibun is very much akin to the prose-poem—that economy of language and use of specific images
are both very important.
For me, the haiku need to move away from the central narrative but still relate. Therefore, I talk about
the fact that although in some successful haibun, the haiku is closer to the narrative, perhaps even on
the same subject—either focusing on a moment mentioned earlier or summarizing the overall
theme—I think it's better if the haiku can move away, "link but shift" so that integrating it into the prose
opens up ripples of association, expanding the meaning.
I think the most important thing, rather than going on at length about what a haibun is and does, is to
read a number of examples, both of my own and other haibun, and then turn them loose to write.
As a new writer of haibun, I would most hope to learn how haiku relate to the prose, and, as I said in
my piece for Wingbeats, that one can take narrative poems and/or prose-poems and transform them
by turning them into haibun.
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Colin: Yes, that brings us nicely onto ‘Circling the Pine: Haibun and the Spiral Web’; the piece that
you wrote for Wingbeats, which NFTG is pleased to republish as part of our new “Haiku Matters!”
series of essays. Do you feel that your piece on haibun being including in a book on poetry practice is
indicative of where haiku and its related forms are going, does it show that haiku is, indeed, beginning
to matter to mainstream publishers and poets?

Penny: I think haiku is beginning to matter to mainstream publishers and poets. Bill and I gave a
presentation on that very subject at the HNA held in Port Townsend in 2005. Currently several top
mainstream poets like Paul Muldoon, Billy Collins, Sonia Sanchez, Ted Kooser (& Jim Harrison) in
their collaborative book Braided Creek, and others whom I can't remember right now, have been
exploring their 'versions' of haiku. I know that some in the haiku community don't consider what they
write to be haiku, but these poets do. So not only is haiku beginning to matter to mainstream
publisher and poets, but also it is shape-shifting somewhat as it does so. And yes, the fact that both
my essay and another by Aimee Nezhukamatathil on haibun as travel writing are featured
in Wingbeats underscores the growing popularity of haiku and related genres in the mainstream. I
think haibun, in particular, is gaining more of an audience, and more and more poets are starting to
write in the genre.

Colin: Ah! I see you advocate the term genre over form. I won’t pick a fight with you on that one. You
mentioned your late husband Bill, William J. Higginson. Many of our readers will know of Bill through
his work and though I never knew him personally, from what I gather from my friend H. Gene Murtha,
who often speaks fondly of Bill as his mentor, I sense that Bill was a kind and gentle man—and
anyone who knows Gene knows he courts no favour or pulls no punches. So may I ask, what is the
dynamic like between two writers who share a marriage in both the personal and professional
sense?
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Penny: I do advocate "genre" over form, as did Bill. I think of haiku, senyru, and haibun as being
defined more by content and style than by a fixed form. Haiku and senyru can range from one to
three lines for me, and I feel the format for haibun is pretty wide open—though it must contain at least
one haiku. I do recognize the usual requirement of five lines for tanka, and I was immersed in renku
and its formal requirements both from working with Bill and with two Japanese renku masters.
Anyway, on to the main gist of your question: Bill was, indeed, a kind and gentle man, and a very
generous one in his giving to the worldwide haiku community. When we first met, he was continually
corresponding with poets all over the world by postal mail, sending out many typewritten letters
(keeping carbon copies) , and he continued to involve himself in worldwide haiku and related genres
even more so once we got onto the internet. He was kind and gentle, but he also could be quite
assertive when talking about something that he believed in—such as affirming the importance of
season words in haiku and renku, and arguing the idea that Zen consciousness had anything major to
do with haiku, to mention just two examples. Sometimes the HSA meetings in the early days became
quite contentious, and Bill was in the thick of it, as were others, of course.
That said, he was one of the most loving people I've ever known. Our dynamic as "two writers who
share a marriage in both the personal and professional sense" was absolutely mutually supportive—
and wonderful. Professionally, we were each other's muses, sounding boards, in-house editors &
critics, co-writers, and more. I often helped him with translations, once he got a basic English version
of a piece in Japanese or some other language. We showed each other first drafts of our free verse
(longer) poems and haiku. I still remember his saying about the occasional poem I excitedly put in
front of him, "That's not vintage Harter!" and he was inevitably right. But he was also a fierce
advocate of my work when he thought it good, as was I of his. We shared an office once we moved
back to NJ from Santa Fe (in 2002), and often we'd read aloud to the other what we were working on,
as we were writing it.
He worked for a number of years as the administrator of the Union County Office of Cultural and
Heritage Affairs (Elizabeth, NJ), but left that to work on The Haiku Handbook. I taught full time high
school English during those years, and also typed up a lot of the first drafts of the Handbook—as well
as helped write some of it with him. And after we moved to Santa Fe in 1991, I taught at Santa Fe
Preparatory School while he worked various full and part time jobs, while pulling together Haiku
World and The Haiku Seasons. Eventually, after a bout with colon cancer (they got it all, and he had
mild "insurance" chemo for 6 months) he stopped full time work. I wanted Bill to be free to finish those
very important books—and because I am prolific, I was able to continue with my own writing career
while teaching full time.
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Over the years, we wrote renku together and led renku / renga workshops together. We collaborated
on presentations. We did readings together. We loved sharing our varied impressions after attending
a day at a conference or some other poetry event. No matter what we were involved in, from working
with kids in the Poets-in-the-Schools program to leading adult writing workshops, we used to say,
"You may hire one of us but you get both of us." One of my regrets, though, is that his passion (and
talent) for being the critic / editor / translator / and contributor to haiku-at-large constantly tugged him
away from his strong desire to write his own poems. And after he died, I found in various of his
notebooks and loose papers a number of fine longer poems he'd never gotten around to showing me,
and some fine haiku, too. He was always too busy doing his other work.
After we moved back to NJ during the summer of 2002, I taught at Oak Knoll School for the Holy
Child, a private parochial high school in Summit where we lived, until retiring in 2005, while Bill
worked at home—and supported me hugely by taking on, between December 2002 and October
2003, the enormous task of helping me deal long-distance with my mother's hospitalization and death
on 2/2/93. At that time, my parents and younger sister were both living in Texas, and Mother died
seven weeks after an accident caused by my father driving with Alzheimer's into the back of a
stopped 18-wheeler on a Texas access road. During those very challenging months—which were
during my first year teaching in a new school—Bill spent hours on the phone each day trying to get
my very resistant father the care he needed. I had had to get long distance emergency guardianship,
and with my sister's help, we finally got him into a facility. Dad died in October, 2003. I could never
have made it through all that without Bill's constant help, so we continually gave back and forth to one
another in all sorts of ways.
Personally—and much of the professional detailed above is also personal—people would say that
when we walked into a room, our love for each other, or our visible connection with one another, was
such that they "knew what was possible though they hadn't had it, themselves." We shared serious
conversations about lots of things, and we also laughed together, often. We had fun! The only
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problem that cropped up now and then during our marriage was that Bill was so busy doing "his work"
that household responsibilities sometimes got neglected, and he would take on so many projects—full
of enthusiasm and convinced he could do them all—that some went by the wayside, unfinished.
Perhaps he somehow knew his time with us would be limited. I miss him dearly; it will have been
three years on October 11th, but I am doing well and moving on in both my personal and professional
lives. And I often feel him cheering me on from the other side . . . but that's another story.

Colin: Laughter is indeed a medicine for the heart. I feel privileged for the insights you have given me
and our readers. Penny, you mention finding and reading Bill’s poetry after his death—I am reminded
of the poem, ‘In the ICU’, you published in Umbrella poetry journal, Issue 10 Summer 2009, where in
the final couplet you write:
I need no mirror to show me your death,
Every day I translate your last breath.
For me, there is a hard reality here but I also see an allusion to Bill’s work as a writer of haiku—
traditionally poems of one breath. Do you have any plans to publish any of these poems? The couplet
above also leads me to speculate that Bill may have written a jisei, death poem, this may be too
personal for you and you need not do as I ask but would you consider sharing this with our readers, if
Bill did, indeed, write one?

Penny: Thanks, Colin, for mentioning my poem "In the ICU". It also appears in Recycling
Starlight(Mountains and Rivers Press, Eugene, Oregon. Ce Rosenow, editor. 2010), a chapbook of
poems processing my journey through grief into some measure of healing—poems written during the
eighteen months after Bill died. I might submit a few of Bill's poems—have already sent some of his
unpublished haiku out now and then to people requesting his work for one purpose or another. As for
submitting the longer poems I found—I'll have to re-find them first. There are still files, both mine and
what I saved of his, that I need to sort through since my move down to the southern NJ shore area in
January of 2009. There are two I have in mind that, if I find them, I'll send them on to you. Both
incorporate portions of translated haiku from, I think, Issa. Will double check that.
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As for Bill's "death poem": You may have seen in Frogpond, in the issue that had a memorial for Bill,
the haibun he wrote only 8 days before he died, and only three days before he went into the ICU. He
wrote it on a yellow pad, and the pad didn't go down with his things when he got moved to ICU;
however, the wonderful nurses searched the floor and found it. Bill was so happy that it reappeared!
He and I had a conversation about its content the morning of the day he died. He told me he wanted
me to type it up in three different ways: the professional part (which appeared in FP), the personal
paragraphs (only a few more after that), and then the whole. That was Bill—professionally committed
to seeing it done right even just hours before he died. After we settled all that, and after he spoke
about the memorial celebrations of his life that he wanted for both his haiku and longer poems
(specifying their nature, when / where, and whom he wanted to read his longer poems)—and after we
shared personal words, I guess he felt all was in place, and he died peacefully mid-afternoon.
Here's the text of his last writing:

Bill’s last personal writing, a haibun, written Friday, October 3rd, 2008, eight days before he died.
Well-Bucket Nightfall, or New Day?
We don’t always know about it while we’re going through life’s major switch points. For this brief
essay, I want to use the Japanese season word “well-bucket nightfall” (tsurube-otoshi) as a sort of
anti-theme. The theme is set in October, when dusk seems to swoop down suddenly on a world only
a few minutes ago filled with the end of a busy day’s activities. The image itself, now certainly
metaphorical for most Japanese (and probably all haiku poets!), comes from agrarian village life,
where a people drew water from their wells to prepare for evenings’ activities. One moment, the
bucket is there on top. The next, plunged into darkness. While I do not have this same rural
experience—my grandmother’s well responded to a hand-pump in her kitchen—I love the
remembered taste of that sweet well water from my early childhood, how great it tasted after the
exertion of the pump. And later, the taste of a spring we found on a nearby hillside after the water in
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the well went bad. Well, a small flight from rural Japan to rural Connecticut, such as the mind of an
old man might make.
Is this, then, to be the journal of my own well-bucket nightfall, when my own life will be snuffed out in
a few weeks’ time? Or the journal of a dark night to a bright new day? I have lived a long and
productive life, to my own understanding, lived much of it on my own terms, much on the pure dumb
luck of some accidental word or event no one could have predicted. Who could know that a single
verse spoken in an endless year of USAF Japanese vocabulary drills relating to parts of weapons and
flying airplanes would lead to a life-long interest in Japanese poetry that has sustained me through all
the rest.

smell of bile . . .
I waken to October
after glow

October afterglow . . .
will my lucky star
shine tonight?

hospital window
in the clear dawn sky
one full moon

Colin: Thank you penny for sharing Bill's final written work with us and it was, indeed, fortunate for all
who have an interest in haiku that Bill's poem was found. I previously cited one of your longer works,
do you find that the discipline of haiku tends to inform the composition of your other writings and
could you tell us more about your creative writings outside of the haiku genres?

Penny: It was my pleasure to share Bill's final written work with you. He would be pleased to be
having it published again.
Before I officially discovered haiku—though I vaguely knew what it was—I had begun writing free
verse (longer poems—but not "long"—just longer than haiku or tanka) and some rhyming poems in
the 1960s. Then I found and bought one of the Peter Pauper Press books of haiku in a local
bookstore. I was still counting syllables in those days, and had started teaching high school English—
though I was not having my students write haiku, or any poetry to speak of, then.
From the beginning, my poems used images, often of the natural world. In the mid-1970s, I met Bill
and other haiku poets like Elizabeth Searle Lamb, and started attending HSA meetings in New York
City. Of course, I then became much more aware of what contemporary haiku in English were—the
variety out there. From that time on, I not only wrote haiku (Bill used to say I learned it by osmosis—
intuitively), but also found that the "cut" or "turn" in haiku probably contributed to my coming to a place
in my other poetry where I told myself it wasn't enough to create an image—told myself that the poem
had to "turn a corner" and go somewhere! People had already commented that they were struck by
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the way my poems ended, startling them sometimes, and I wanted to deliberately do that more often
in my longer work. But as it turned out, I didn't have to try; it just began to happen more often.
My other writing outside of the haiku genres has consisted of adult free verse; some formal verse now
and then; prose-poems; whimsical rhyming poems for children (in The Beastie Book); mini-stories
and short stories (have published more than twenty short stories over the years); personal essays
and the occasional critical essay or book review; articles related to writing and/or teaching writing,
many of which appear in various Teachers & Writers Collaborative books; and even a novel, all 550
typewritten pages of which are languishing in a file drawer—written in my mid-thirties before wordprocessing entered my life.
I'd like to give a few examples that show the variety of things I write. I'll even include a poem from The
Beastie Book for all of us who are still children inside—obviously, the child in me wrote it. So, after
each, I'll cite the book or journal it was published in. If there's no credit, it's probably new and not yet
published.

I think I'll open with the poem for the letter "U" from The Beastie Book. If readers are interested, they
can get the alphabestiary of imaginary creatures on amazon.com or b&n.com. The wonderful artist,
Alexandra Miller, has hidden each letter in each of her brilliant, full-page illustrations. amazon.com does
have a couple of the illustrations for readers to see, along with the accompanying poems, in their
"look inside" feature. This one is, among other things, about sharing:

Umfillumpticus
The Umfillumpticus can fly
above the summer trees.
She spreads her sunlit scarlet wings
and drifts upon the breeze.
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But she’s very scared of lightning,
and thunder makes her jumpy.
She doesn’t even like the rain
because it makes her grumpy.
So when a sudden thunderstorm
with lightning rumbles by,
she goes back to her deepest nest
and covers both her eyes.
If you should find her in a tree,
hiding from the thunder,
get your umbrella from the porch
and please invite her under.

This one I wrote while at Virginia Center for the Creative Arts (VCCA) while in residence there last
January. It affirms my feeling that all is interconnected, and my commitment to the Earth:

Mid-January Dream of the World Without Us
On the greening grass, two scarlet leaves, fused
by a smudge of leaf-mold at center, glisten with
a trace of last night’s rain.
In the cerulean sky, more clear than we remember,
the sun bathes the Earth—announcing nearby star,
provider of all life.
We were negligent—foolish not to contemplate
the heavens more often, or cherish fallen leaves
in the ready chalice of our palms.
Now a skein of blackbirds wheels and wheels
far above the naked trees—a single bird-mind
flinging it against the plum horizon.
And water cycles through the clouds and seas,
feeding forest life and fallow fields, carving
canyons in ancestral hills.
These have all endured, though we are done—
these, and whatever else survived our blind
meddling in their communal lives; survived
our hubris in believing we alone were destined
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to inherit the Earth and the fullness thereof—
we who now have lost the primordial garden.

Here are two more. The first, from Recycling Starlight, I wrote to honor the first anniversary of Bill's
death—though I wrote it probably at about the 16-month mark. And the second, also from Recycling
Starlight, is a sonnet—once in a while I do write "formal" verse.

By the River
This is the final day of years of sweetness.
Petrarch
You have been gone a year.
The taste of you has stayed with me
these twelve months, your honeyed warmth
lingering on my limbs.
Today, I sit on a floating dock by the river,
listening to the faint hum of insects as I enter
a rippling that flows from a center
I have yet to find.
For your last meal, you wanted sweetness—
lemon sorbet in a paper cup— and I watched
the nurse spoon it into your waiting mouth
as if you were an infant, watched you savor
a sweetness that would carry you out.
It is autumn again, and the trees have begun
their fierce burning. Remember how we
walked through scarlet and gold, stooping
to pick up the best of the fallen? How I sent
some to my mother just weeks before
she died, sealed the envelope with the kiss
of my saliva?
Today, I give our sweetness to this river,
send it out on floating yellow leaves
that flicker on the water like candles
for the dead.

I Swim a Sea That Has No Shore or Bottom
after Petrarch
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I swim a sea that has no shore or bottom.
I drift through space around a dying star.
Awake, I stare into a blue tomorrow.
Asleep, I try to reach that place you are.
Each night I find myself in rougher waters.
With every stroke I reach for your dear hand.
The sea-birds call, their cries a faint reminder
of houses we once built upon the sand.
The memories I float on this salt ocean
are nothing more than bubbles in the foam.
And I am swimming in an ancient riddle,
still hoping I can dream myself back home.
I swim a sea that rocks me in its thunder,
yet buoys me so that I can’t go under.
And finally, here's a poem from my 1994 book written to the woodblock prints of Hiroshige and
Hokusai,Stages and Views, published by Katydid Books—and now out of print. The Hiroshige poems
are haiku-like free verse, and the Hokusai poems, the same, are linked renga-like by haiku—which
also appear together as a separate section at the back of the book. This one is from "Stages"—
responding to a print from Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stages of the Tokaido:

16. KANBARA
On the distant hills
snow folds into snow—
black specks of pine.
Near branches sag,
only a few tips
still uncovered.
Bent against the weather,
villagers climb the slope.
Their geta chop holes.
All the thatched roofs—
one white silence.
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Colin: Penny, could you also show us some of your haibun?

Penny: I'd love to do that. Here's a recent haibun (published in Haibun Today). It reflects the place
I've been in since Bill died. I was already there, but am even more so now—knowing that all is really
one, totally interconnected. That certainty is reflected in much of what I'm writing these days.

One Bowl
As I load the dishwasher this evening, I think about how it would be to have one bowl, one fork, one
spoon, one knife, one cup . . . and one small shelf to keep them on. Washing these by hand after
each use, I would raise each piece to the light to contemplate its shining singularity.
One bowl—cupped hands. Which bowl would I choose from the many I possess? A small bowl my
late husband bought at a private school crafts fair thirty-five years ago, its form born from a student
shaping clay on a wheel. Brown lines criss-cross its white glaze, triangles circling the rim.
One bowl, one spiral on a potter’s wheel, one orbit of a planet round its host, pulling the spectra of a
star’s gaseous fire from red to blue, and back. One bowl, one arm of the Milky Way slowly wheeling
through the unfinished round of the sky in the iris of your eye. One . . .

winter hive—
the cluster of bees
vibrating
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And now a longer one—a verse / haibun. I've been exploring "riffing" off of words that fascinate me,
selecting dictionary definitions that resonate for me. Here's one for "Keep". I was first fascinated with
the word as a noun, as in the medieval Keep or stronghold / castle. But then I veered off into all sorts
of places. I've also done the same for "Portal," "Anchoring" and "Deja Vu." More of those to come, I'm
sure. And interestingly, this sequence wanted to end with a haiku. Right before the end, I mention a
"feast of celebration." I have always been a celebrant of life, and these days I pray that I may be a
source of unconditional love and incandescent light—as best I'm able.

Keep
~ v. to be faithful to / not swerve;
to preserve or maintain
We keep the hours, mark them on our walls,
wear them on our wrists, hoard them in the
chambers of our ticking hearts, faithful to
the cycles we’ve ordained for sun and moon.
I keep your memory in cabinets of papers,
on shelves of books, in drawings and photos,
while the dust you’ve left behind has settled
in a pillow that no longer keeps your head
beside mine, though I embrace it nightly.
Who keeps the tides?
~~~
~ v. to tend, as in sheep or garden; to watch over,
defend from danger, harm, or loss
n. British: pasture for grazing
I have seen sheep—wandering white puffs
glimmering in hillside pastures—though I
have never tended them. My mother kept a garden,
spoke to the dark earth with veined hands, raised
smiling pansies. Years ago, I tended vegetables,
worked to stir good topsoil into clay. Pole beans,
squash, and ripe tomatoes tutored me in rhythm.
I have watched over husbands, parents, children,
and dear friends, kept dogs and cats, and would defend
from any harm those whom I love. But what of dangers
that brook no defenses, losses that outrace the wind?
Our words, a flimsy hedge against their aim, may fail
to hold them in restraint, may crumble in our mouths.
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Who tends us?
~~~
~ n. a stronghold, castle; prison, jail; one who keeps or protects
From what memory do I pluck this noisy barnyard,
white fowls running amuck, pigs snorting in the mud,
and I, barefoot, shaking my apron free of dusty grain?
Mountains surround this keep; mated swans
drift in a moat behind stone walls
I wonder whom or what this keep enfolds.
That which bars the other keeps us in.
Who is the keeper of this castle?
~~~
~ v. to restrain from divulging; to withhold
I never told you that after you fell ill, I often
woke in the night and turned to lightly touch
your back, confirming breath. Or that I entered
the child’s room, leaned over the crib, and
did the same, before I could sink into sleep.
What else would I keep back from those I love?
That when we wrap our arms around each other
in the dark, we hold light—hug the flickering
atoms that define our flesh? Or that our eyes
have descended from stars?
I cannot withhold these gifts.
And I will not conceal what I've prepared
for the feast of celebration.
When is the feast?
~~~
~ v. to persist in a course of action
another dusk—
the robin’s even-song
joins mine
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And I'll close the haibun examples with one I wrote while at Virginia Center for the Creative Arts.
Every day I passed these horses as I walked from the Residence Hall down to my studio. And then,
one night coming back up after dark, I saw a shooting star. The two come together in this piece.

For Two Horses By the Fence at VCCA
They stand there, side-by-side, seemingly unmoving, gazing off toward the mountains. Now and then
the darker one slowly turns his head to look at me, one brown eye following my passage back and
forth on the dirt and gravel road. I stop to talk to him, to pat his nose. He comes closer, bares long,
sharp teeth, and I back off a bit.
They both stand silently for hours, doing nothing—not even grazing the brown grasses in their
pasture. Perhaps they are asleep. Horses sleep in snatches standing up. Some think a horse can
sleep with only half a brain—and that while one half sleeps, the other is alert. One eye drooping shut,
the other staying open. Alternating. What might half a horse brain dream while the other half stares at
the horizon?
These horses slow me down to horse time. I would rest like that in some pasture, my legs relaxed
and locked so I can’t fall, days drifting by behind my eyes. Last night, walking back to the residence, I
saw a shooting star. A second or two, and it was gone, though it turned gold as it died. Horse time,
star time—our time a walk between the two—and gone.

total eclipse—
the sun’s corona streaming
through us

Colin: Penny, thank you for sharing those haibun with us. In regard to your writing, what do you feel
the future holds?

Penny: Craft-wise, I think that in the future I'll continue to explore mixing prose and verse, free verse
and haiku, etc. I know that my work will continue to celebrate the Earth and all who share it with us . .
. "all our relations". I also know that I will continue to circle around the mysteries of time, mortality,
love, and death—and affirm the oneness of it all—whatever "it" is. I am fascinated with my
rudimentary understanding of quantum physics, for instance, and of the possibility of multiple
universes.
The following two poems from my most recent full-length book, The Night
Marsh(http://www.wordtechweb.com/harter.html), reflect my ongoing exploration of these themes that
have been in my writing from the beginning. In fact, back in the 1960s, the very first poem I wrote
because I had to write it (as opposed to a school assignment) was a rhyming poem about climbing a
winter tree to try to touch the sunset—and finding it gone when I got there. It ended: "black branches
for your stairway / climb it if you dare. / When you reach the topmost step / you'll find darkness there."
Interesting . . .
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Elephant Heaven
In the documentary, the scarred old elephant—
kidnapped in her youth from Africa,
then bumped from circus to zoo
when an accident crippled her foot—
after twenty years with none of her kind
is released into a sanctuary where she finds
trees, grasses, gentle hills, and an old friend,
daughter of her heart from their circus days.
And oh, the trumpeting joy of reunion,
the prolonged welcome of twined trunks,
the stroking of one another’s flanks,
remembered and beloved in this
elephant heaven on Earth.
Perhaps that’s how it will be for us
after long isolation in the zoos of our flesh
when our chains are removed, and we exit
the cage, moving fearfully down the ramp,
dazed and blinking, into the verdant landscape
of our dreams, an Eden from whose forests
all manner of spirits come to welcome us,
their cries in every language of the beasts.

Relativity
We move on the Earth
as it moves through us,
keeping pace like the moon does
as we rush along a country road,
its pale circle streaming beside us
through the night.
Thus we stretch the minutes
pointing toward our deaths,
extend the flicker granted
to the molecules that know
the road we’re on.
And when we stop in the shadow
of a mountain to catch our breath,
the mountain keeps on going
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through the atoms of our flesh.

Finally, here are the opening two paragraphs of my new children's story. It's called Limula's Magic
Tail, and is a transformational fable involving four threatened species in the Delaware Bay
ecosystem: horseshoe crab, blue crab, oyster, and sturgeon. Paul Somers, a well-known composer
who lives in South Jersey, approached the Jacques Cousteau National Estuarine Research Reserve
[http://www.jcnerr.org/] at the Rutgers Institute of Marine and Coastal Studies
[Vhttp://marine.rutgers.edu/main/] about our writing a piece for children together. I was to write the story
and he to compose the score for it. We completed our project earlier this year, and it will be
performed. Now Rutgers is looking for funding to publish it as an illustrated children's book.

LImula's Magic Tail: by Penny Harter
As the May sun was setting and the first stars began to glimmer in the twilight sky, Limula, the
grandmother of all horseshoe crabs and Guardian of the Bay, was crawling in from deeper to more
shallow water, along with her many sisters and daughters. She needed to burrow into wet sand to lay
her eggs. She knew that migrating redknots and other birds would eat most of them, but horseshoe
crabs lay thousands of eggs, and she knew the birds needed some to give them energy for their long
journeys. She also knew that many of her children would survive.
Early the next morning, Limula was lying at the water's edge, the rising sun shining on her wet brown
shell. She was remembering the ancient ones from whom she had descended — her mothers and
grandmothers, feeling their love for her, dreaming their memories as if time were washing over her in
the gently lapping tidal waves.

Colin: Thank you Penny for giving of your time to do this interview and gracing the pages of NFTG
with your work. May you keep on drawing from the well!

Penny: Thank you for inviting me, Colin. It's been great to work with you, and fun to be thinking
through all of this.
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Anemones by Giselle Maya
A Review by Marjorie Buettner

Giselle Maya's collection of
tanka, Anemones, is dedicated to the act
of writing tanka and celebrates
simultaneously the beauty which lies
around and within the natural world.
Giselle Maya prefacesAnemones with
quotations from various tanka poets
describing and defining tanka. This is Jane
Reichhold’s statement: “Tanka is the
shortest path between a writer’s heart and
a listener’s ear. Along this way are flowers,
babbling brooks, and in English, a
marvelous sunrise.” Michael McClintock
says: “In a good haiku we experience a
bird’s bright eye, in tanka the light behind
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it.” These tanka by Giselle Maya are
iridescent with light:

so bright
the white morning glory
in a bamboo vase
Sen Rikyu’s dawn tea
for his most contrary disciple
Maya's Anemones is not only about the
natural world, it is also about creative
writing and all that it entails:
sifting words
this winter mind
settles back
knowing they will surface
when least expected
Sometimes it is not essential to count
syllables; it is enough to live with and in the
here and now:
hinges
of perception
the counting
not of syllables
but of a chickadee’s feathers
This here and now lets us talk to trees,
listening intently, our backs against its
bark:
where do they go
these beaded words
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treewhispers—
touching the wide-armed oak
back against its bark
The poet’s identity is always, however,
embedded in her garden soil; it is a life well
lived surrounded by what she loves and
tends:

I am
this sheet of paper
this felled tree
for I have grown
from the same soil
alive
my roots . . .
these patches
of mint and sorrel
perennial
I wondered about the title of this tanka
collection and discovered that the symbol
of anemone is, in flower language, undying
love; its petals open only at the bidding of
the wind. But anemone also means
“daughter of the wind” in Greek and this is
such a beautiful and appropriate symbol
for Maya as a poet and artist. The reader is
drawn to Giselle Maya's tanka sharing the
light which surrounds each poem. In her
own concluding words, Maya says: “Tanka
is a jewel among river stones sparkling and
lifting the heart.” Our hearts are indeed
lifted as we join in the “heavenly dance;” it
is a participation mystiquewhich underlines
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every aspect of creativity and which, like
the wind, whispers secrets:
black ink ground
“heavenly dance”
the winged brush
held by the master’s hand
whispers on white paper
Anemones would be a lovely handmade
gift for a friend who shares a passion for
excellent poetry.
___________
Anenomes: Tanka
Koyoma Press, 2011
84750 Saint Martin de Castillon, France

This is a limited Edition printed on fine
recycled paper, bound with linen thread—
with tactile handmade paper covers.
To order a book write to Giselle Maya,
Koyama Press 84750 Saint Martin de
Castillon France or e-mail:
Giselle.Maya@wanadoo.fr
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Capering Moons by Anatoly
Kudryavitsky
A Review by Colin Stewart
Jones

Though he was born and bred in Russia, Anatoly (Anthony) Kudryavitsky is not
Russian—he is in fact, as he states himself, an Irish/Polish/Italian mixture. Anthony
works as editor of Shamrock Haiku Journal and is a keen chess player who plays in
a league in Ireland, where he now lives. But don’t be fooled by a name—Capering
Moons is a sharp study in haiku and while the capering part of the title may suggest
playfulness—Kudryavitsky is playing to win.That said, Kudryavitsky does have a
keen eye for the whimsical and is playful with his use of words:
sunset out the window
segments of April sky
agreed on purple
The verb choice in this haiku is a masterstroke and allows for the seamless blending
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of colour that gives balance to the poem.
simmering soup pot –
a scarecrow stirs
midday heat
Again, an excellent verb choice and whimsical description of the day slowly getting
hotter.
telegraph wires
dawn singing a song
to the nightingale
The word “seamless” kept coming up in my annotations beside Kudryavitsky’s haiku.
Here he manages to capture the smooth transition at the very moment night
becomes day. Another moment in which the seamless marriage of images say more
than its parts:
snowman
and snowwoman
melting into each other
We can speculate as to who originally made the snowfolk that survived until Spring.
For me, the scene conjures a tender image of a joint effort made by a loving couple.
The short, medium and long format also highlights the shape of the heap as the
snowfolk slowly melt.
Japanese Gardens
old ladies discussing
who’s the oldest
We imagine the writer going to the gardens to perhaps meditate on deep things and
overhearing the old ladies, he ends up having a good old laugh to himself.
Kudryavitsky also knows how to portray the irony of a situation:
morning breeze –
inside the dolmen, the sheen
of an English coin
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We see the juxtaposition of opposites: the Celtic, Old Irish Dolmen, a Stone Age
structure, housing a new English metal coin. There is also the deeper political
significance of an English tourist coming to see a sight from a culture that British
Imperialism did its utmost to eradicate.
old willow
a thousand branches holding
the spring wind
Only a few years ago some people would ask how does the writer know that there
were a thousand branches. I for one, am really pleased that this insistence on total
accuracy is no longer advocated by the majority, and Kudryavitsky can open his
collection with such a poem.
However, I do have a few problems with the collection in respect to grouping and
layout. While the ‘winter’ section was not as strong as the other seasons it still
contained many fine haiku. Kudryavitsky has also added a section called ‘More
Haiku and Senryu’ which contains poems that do not easily fit into any seasonal
category. I am seeing more and more books doing this as a way to house
miscellaneous haiku. I believe that if we trust the poet, which in this case I do, then
we should also accept the placing of poems into various seasonal categories and
not worry too much about kigo or seasonal references. The three haiku to a page
was enough but they were all grouped in the top half of the page and I felt adequate
use of the white space was not utilised and though the two rensaku and haibun at
the end of the book were competent pieces of writing I saw no need for their
inclusion.
These are, however, only minor criticisms of what would be a great addition to
anyone’s collection and I have no qualms about recommending it.
_____________________________
Capering Moons by Anatoly Kudryavitsky
Doghouse, (Kerry, Ireland, 2011)
ISBN: 978-0-9565280-2-5
www.doghousebook.ie
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Initial Response by Maeve O’Sullivan A
Review by Colin Stewart Jones

Initial Response is a book of haiku set out alphabetically. Some of the themes
explored are the seasons, O’Sullivan’s travels, her life in Ireland and her father’s
death. There are some fine poems, and wonderful ink drawings by John Parsons,
contained in Initial Response. Many of the haiku have been previously published in
various well respected journals and fifty percent of the profits from this collection will
go towards Rokpa UK a charity which aids Tibetan areas of China.
All good and worthy stuff, however, if one sets out to produce a book which follows a
theme it must work on more than just the one basic level. Other than following the
alphabetic scheme of ABC etc, I found there to be no cohesive approach to the
collection as a whole and apart from the pun in the title, my initial response was that I
do not get it. So I read the collection again, left it for a while, and read it again and
came to the same conclusion. Some of the sections are overly long in comparison to
others: G, Graduation, has only three poems; Spring and Summer are both grouped
together, and there are twelve haiku under S. Other than changing the names of the
seasons O’Sullivan’s scheme allows for no way around this, which is unfortunate as
both should be lumped together in a joint section; yet paradoxically, Section L, Loose
Haiku, has some tight haiku:
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wondering
what it was all week:
hornbeam tree
We have all been there when not sure of the identity of a tree or plant and somehow
when we find out the name for the species it adds to the experience.
silent meal...
we drink our wine
at the same rate
This poem from Section E, Eating, does speak volumes but I find both parts to be too
close together and a different fragment could have made for an excellent haiku.
long ladder leaning
against a fruitless tree—
spring sunshine
This is my favourite poem from the entire collection. The last line directly mentions
Spring but it makes me think back to Autumn. Of course there will be no fruit on a
tree in Spring yet the tree is not dead—one can envisage an apple or pear tree in
bloom that has had its fruit picked during the previous harvest time and the peaceful
countryside allows for the ladder to be simply left in place until the following Autumn;
or until needed for another job.
Initially, I felt that some of the collection pruning was in order, while many of the
haiku could work in a non thematic individual collection, the collection, as it is, could
have been better thought out in regards to the names for the alphabetic sections and
the grouping of the poems. I also feel that haiku has, somewhat, moved on since
many of these haiku were published individually and that Initial Response is perhaps
a victim of timing. I do want to be overly critical so I will simply state that even though
I did not “get it” maybe other readers will.

Initial Response, Maeve O’Sullivan
Alba Publishing
Uxbridge, UK, 2011
ISBN-13: 978-0-9551254-3-0
www.albapublishing.com
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Smooth Sail Each Journey: Haiku for Coaching
by Wende Skidmore DuFlon
Review by Colin Stewart Jones

Ontology is a branch of metaphysical enquiry that studies existence itself;
differentiating between ‘real existence’ and ‘appearance’. Ontology is also the
assumptions that underlie any system of ideas dealing with existence. Though the
assumptions as to ‘what there is’ and ‘what there is not’ differ widely, we can usually
agree that if we are able to observe something then we know our own emotional
responses to it even if we do not know what that thing is.
Ontological coaching’s basic concern, as far as I can discern, is that as human
beings we should develop our consciousness to a higher level and its primary
method to achieve this is that we look at things differently in order to understand our
world and therefore understand other people and ourselves.
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above the treeline—
I take a deep breath
and feel forever
We sense DuFlon’s exhilaration and achievement on being high up on a mountain.
There is a hint of altogether more personal mountains being overcome here too. The
new panoramic perspective can only be appreciated when the clutter is removed
from our viewpoint. Then, refreshed by the eternal wind, we receive our reward.
I consider
my great fortune—
umbrella and boots
DuFlon lives in the Guatemala and no doubt has to put up with a lot of tropical rain.
There is an allusion to the biblical maxim to ‘count you blessings’ here but also the
deeper understanding that many do not own an umbrella or boots to protect them
from the rains, indeed, many may not have footwear at all.
the words I speak
are no longer mine. . .
dandelion seeds
The ellipses here add a nice graphical touch. Though this poem is in the “openness”
section, DuFlon raises a philosophical point on impermanence here: where do our
words go once they have been uttered? Her answer is that like the dandelion seeds
our words are carried by the wind and it seems like we just have to accept and let go
of some things beyond our control. However, words can also be seeds and all it
takes is a receptive ear for the seeds to germinate. The converse of this is that
someone’s words can also sow negativity into another person’s live.
There are great haiku and wonderful black and white photographs in Smooth Sail
Each Journey. The quality of the poetry or the production value of the book is not in
question. My main concern though is, ‘does it do what it says on the tin’? Does the
haiku in the book coach us? In her introduction DuFlon states that:
Haiku and ontological coaching...have the same welcome effect of integrating the
essential domains of body, mind and emotion. This integration connects us in awe
with ourselves, with each other and with our world.
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Without knowing too much about ontological coaching I hold my thoughts on the
above in reserve. However, I do know that haiku can sometimes seem to provide a
moment of realisation or insight, as all good poetry should. But, as one who does not
believe in the mystical haiku moment, the quotation above seems to me, to be more
of a personal opinion, by DuFlon, and it is not necessarily always true of haiku. To
my mind, the art of haiku is that it brings into sharp focus our innate understanding of
something we already know and perhaps this is what ontological coaching also does.
Maybe it all just depends on where we are ‘at’ in our lives. I am aware that which I
have just stated is also personal opinion.
As a coaching aid I would have liked Smooth Sails Each Journey to have provided a
little more information on ontological coaching and show how the poetry was
designed to aid me if I were enrolled in a course of coaching. I also feel that each of
the sections should have been given equal weight; the ‘beauty’ and ‘emotion’
sections were overly long in comparison to some other sections. I also saw no need
for starting with a tanka and concluding with a haibun, in a book that is subtitled
‘Haiku for Coaching’. However, I did as DuFlon had hoped and enjoyed Smooth Sail
Each Journey; but as a book of poetry.

___________________________
Smooth Sail Each Journey: Haiku for Coaching
Wende Skidmore DuFlon, 2010
ISBN 978-1-4507-8249-4
www.blurb.com
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